


S T E L L I N G E N

1. Ook bij de analyse van gegevens in de hoge energie fysica met behulp van

het triule-Regge model dient rekening gehouden te worden met de wetten

van behouri van energie en impuls.

A.Gulft et. al., Nucl.Phys. 897(1975)461.

2. Numerieke berekening van de Veneziano amplitude bij hoge energieën stuit

op 'moeilijkheden vanwege het gedrag van de gamma-functie buiten haar

po'.en.

3. Bij geschikt gekozen definities overlappen gebieden van bundel fragmentât ie

i;n doelwitfragmentatie elkaar niet. Deze processen kunnen daardoor al bij

4,2 GeV/c (C impuls bestudeerd worden.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.

4. Experimenteel blijkt dat de multipliciteitsverdelingen van pionen gepro-

duceerd in virtuele K K , virtuele pp en reële pp annihilaties grote

overeenkomsten vertonen. Het verdient aanbeveling dit zelfde te onder-

zoeken in virtuele K K , virtuele pn en reële pn botsingen.

5. Het verschil in de differentiële werkzame doorsnede van elastische K p

en K p botsingen kan beschreven worden door een Bessel functie. De af-

wijking hiervan die A.W.Lowman et al. vinden, kan toegeschreven worden

aan het niet volledig gebruik maken van gepubliceerde meetresultaten.

M.Davier et al., Phys.Letters 35B(1971)239.

A.W.Lowman et al., Nucl.Phys. 061(1973)296.

W.De Baere et al., Il Nuovo Cimento 45(1966)885.

6. Bij de analyse van iso-elektronische spectra kan gebruik gemaakt worden

van een model dat uitgaat van lineaire extrapolaties. De resultaten

moeten p-hter wel aan andere voorspellingen van dat model getoetst wor-

den.

M.Evar. Zohar et al., J.-Phys. B, Atom, and Mol.Phys. 5(1972)1596.

7. De verdiensten van de russische diplomaat A.S.Gribojedev (1795-1829)

als staatsman zijn zeker zo groot als zijn verdiensten als schrijver.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (1973), deel 10, p. 922.



8. De Symmetrie van het fietswiel is zeer beperkt.

9. Tegen "doorstroming" in een gesloten circuit bestaan geen bezwaren.

Amsterdam, 29 juni 1977. R.Blokzijl
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INTRODUCTION

I
I
I
I

The study presented in this thesis is based on data obtained in |

exposures of the 2 m CERN bubble chamber filled with hydrogen to a

beam of K mesons of nominally 4.2 GeV/c momentum. The experiment H

started in 1967 as a collaboration between bubble-chamber groups of the

University cf Amsterdam and the University of Nijmegen. The collabora- B

tion was enlarged in 1971 by the CERN Track Chamber division, followed *

in 1973 by a group of the University of Oxford. •

This extension of the experiment considerably increased the numbers •

of exposures taken and physicists involved. The total number of pic-

tures was extended to 3.10 . The number of physicists who have been I

involved in the experiment in one of the four laboratories comes close

to 70. Obviously the large amount of data to be handled oy so many I

people over so many years in four different laboratories requires

close collaboration and almost constant communication among the people •

involved to prevent the experiment from splitting up and diverging in *

four different directions. g

As mentioned above, the experiment started in 1967 when the first |

series of pictures were taken. During the first years most of the work

concerned the setting up and perfecting of the measurement and data- I

processing chains. Only later, when all this was running more or less

smoothly, both the number of events measured and processed and the I

time available to the physicists enabled the first analyses of the data

to he undertaken. The choice of subjects to be studied was in the •

earlier years of course heavily constrained by the small amount of data •

available. But as data accumulated a wide scope of subjects could be _

analyzed. Of course, not all physicists take part in all analyses. £

Within this collaboration it has become practice that a few people,

most o£ the time from different laboratories, tackle a certain analysis I

and present their results to the collaboration for approval to publish.

The thesis presented here reflects in many ways the characteristics of I

a large bubble chamber experiment performed by many people. The work

reported on covers only one particular subject in the field of I



physics connected with our experiment. No detailed description is

given of the technicalities connected with the acquisition of the

data, a crucial part of the experiment. A description of this can be

found in ref. 1. Since the study presented here has been performed

during the data taking stage of the experiment, one will see this re-

flected in the varying number of events used for analysis in the

different chapters.

The study presented in this thesis deals with reactions of the type

K~p •* c + X (1)

which are called inclusive reactions. In the analysis the four momen-

tum of only one particular outgoing particle, denoted by c, is used.

Everything else that can be produced is denoted by X. The ideas under-

lying this approach towards an understanding of reactions between

elementary particles will be outlined in the first chapter of this

thesis, a survey of inclusive particle distributions for various

particles c will be given in Chapter 2.

In recent years theoretical understanding of inclusive reactions has

been based mainly on the so-called generalized optical theorem which

was first formulated in this connection by A.Mueller. This theorem

enabled the development of a Regge-like approach to inclusive reactions.

Descriptions of inclusive reactions resulting from this approach were

formulated in the first place for the high energy limit. This is clear-

ly not the case in the experiment reported on in this thesis.

Nevertheless, it is tempting to apply these high energy models to our

medium energy data. This has been done on samples of A and I particles,

originating from target, fragmentation and beam fragmentation processes.

The analysis and its results are presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

Almost all models describing single particle production are constructed

with the assumption t.l.ac the total energy of the particles in the

initial state nears infinity. They therefore do not include the effects

of abundantly present resonances at lower energies. When one app]ie_

these models at lower energies it is usual to account for the effects

of resonances in an average way. In the dual analysis used in this

thesis ve have tried to account for resonance production by incorporat-
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ing a Veneziano amplitude in a Mueller type description. The method and _

results of this analysis are given in Chapter 5. |

Making use of the amplitude developed in Chapter 5 and combining it

with the optical theorem, it is possible to arrive at predictions for I
- +_ _ ™

the total cross sections of KK, K* K and pp scattering. This analysis

and its results are discussed in Chapter 6. I

I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Chapter 1

AN OUTLINE OF INCLUSIVE PHYSICS

In high energy multiparticle reactions it is in general impossible to

detect all secondary particles. Most counter experiments at high

energies measure therefore only one, or at most a few, of the many

outgoing particles. Then two ways of analyzing the data can be dis-

tinguished. One can try to select those events which originated from

quasi two or three body intermediate states and thus analyse these

reactions in a "classical" way. This kind of approach has been given

the name "exclusive physics". A typical exclusive reaction can sche-

matically be denoted by

a + b > c + d (1 )

where hoth outgoing particles have been completely measured.

A different approach consists of taking into consideration all measured

particles of a certain identity. This inclusive way of looking at

particle production is usually denoted by

a + b -> c + X (2)

where X stands for the set of all other outgoing particles. The idea

behind all inclusive approaches to reactions of the typo (1.2) is to

learn something about the reaction mechanisms by studying the momentum

spectrum of particle c.

In the present chapter we will not give a general review of inclusive

physics. For such reviews the reader is referred to refs. 1-4. In this

chapter we will give a short introduction to some concepts frequently

encountered in inclusive physics.



1.1 Variables
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When studying single particle distributions for the reaction

a + b -> c + X

Iit is convenient to describe the distributions in certain variables,

which differ sometimes from those used in exclusive physics. _

The momentum of particle c is often decomposed in the transverse |

momentum p_ and the normalized longitudinal momentum x, as proposed
• • •

by R.P.Feynman. The normalization can be H

P? II
*

p
max I

where p. is the longitudinal momentum of particle c and p its
L r *max

maximum momentum, both momenta measured in the centre of mass system

(c.m.s.) of particles a and b.

Another way of normalizing often used, is

J
]

]
where s stands for the total c.m.s. energy squared. In the limit where 1

s •> °° both definitions coincide, but at lower s values one should be

careful to stick to one definition. •

A different way of expressing the longitudinal momentum is by means of '

the so-called "rapidity" variable y, defined as _

E + p

y = 1 in — t mI
where E stands for the energy of particle c.

Finally, fig. 1 gives the definitions of the Mandelstam variables s, t

and u.



Fig. 1 Definition of Mandelstam variables. The symbol p. stands for

the four-momentum of particle i.

1.2 Single particle distributions and sealing

The first work that has been done on inclusive physics dealt mainly

with the concept ot" scaling of single particle momentum distributions.

Generally, single particle distributions for the reaction

a + b -+ c + X

can be described by three independent variables, e.g. longitudinal and

transverse momentum and the total cm. energy squared:

£ f = f (PL, PT, „,

The concept of scaling means that choosing a certain set of variables

V , V, the distributions become functions of two variables only, in

general independent of s:



P s )

E —j > f (x,

creases.

1.3 (!ctu•yaLir.i:d ovlical theorem

I
I
I

. . . . •
Various forms of scaling in different regions of phase space have been
postulated, of which the two most fundemental are: •

a. Feynman scaling [5]. single particle distributions become energy

independent in the whole phase space region when plotted in terms •

of the variables x and p :

I
— > r (x, pT)

dp J s -• °° m

b. The hypothesis of limiting fragmentation [6]: when two particles

collide each of them separately breaks into fragments and the dis- [1

tribution of these fragments in the respective rest frames of the

incoming particles becomes energy independent as the energy in- V

I
I

1
The generalized optical theorem, first formulated by A.H.Mueller •

[7], has become a powerful tool for understanding inclusive processes.

Since there exists a great analogy with the normal optical theorem, we

will treat that first.

The normal optical theorem relates the total cross section c (ab) of _

the process I

a + b - X •

to the imaginary part of the forward amplitude of the elastic

scattering |

a + b * a + b K

by the well known formula



V a b ) = (3)

This is illustrated in fig. 2.

trT(ab)= ) X

Fig. 2 The normal optical theorem.

Similarly, the generalized optical theorem [7] relates the inclusive

cross section of the reaction

a + b -* c + X

for given p to a particular discontinuity of the forward --..iplitude of

the three-body elastic scattering process

a + b + c + a + b + c

in the following way:

f(ab->-c + x) = -jTj^DiscM2 A(abc •* abc) (4)

This is illustrated in fig. 3.

f(ab—c+X) = ) ^ ^

x
Fig. 3 The generalized optical theorem.
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1.4 licyije approximations of inclusive spectra _

The generalized optical theorem is a drcl which allows one to replace V

the iriginal inclusive reaction _y an elastic three-body scattering

Sijk(t) " 7 b c ( t ) 'bc v w 'aav"' *ijk v w

where the y's are Reggeon-particle coupling constants and V.., (t) is
IJK

a coupling constant describing the u.-u.-o. triple-Regge vertex.
i j K

The triple-Regge limit is depicted in fig. 4.

vb b/ b b

Fig. 4 The triple-Regge limit.

1process. At certain asympf-itic limits of the various kinematic varia-

bles the forward elastic amplitude can be expanded in terms of Regge-

poles. We will mention the two limits that are used in this thesis.

The derivation of the asymptotic formulae can be found, for instance, I

in ref. 7.

a. The triple-Regge limit. I

The kinematical region where the triple-Regge limit is valid, is
2 2 . 1

defined by the conditions s>>M >>1, s/M and t fixed. Under these J
conditions eq. (4) can be developed into [8]:

a.(t)+a.(t) a (0)-a.(t)-a.(t) 1
£(s,s/M2,t) = - I B..,(t)s 3 (Mz) J (5)

ij k J lJ
where CL (0) stands for the intercept of the effective trajectory in

the forward scattering amplitude for the ct(t)-a Reggeon-particle J

scattering (fig. 4). The trajectory in the t-channel is denoted by

a(t). 1

The residue 3--,(t) is composed of:

1
1

1
1
I



b. The normal Regge limit.

The kinematical region where this limit is valid, is defi.-»«' by

s -+ °°, s/ 2 •+ °°, M and t fixed. The asymptotic form of eq. (4)

reads in this case:

f(S,
S/M2,t) = ̂ - j Y ^ - s

a.(t)+a.(t)
JJ Disc A.a.(t,M ) (7)

where the y's describe the Reggeon-particle couplings and A. . is
laj

the amplitude of the Reggeon-particle scattering a.+a -»• a.+a.

The normal Regge limit is illustrated in fig. 5.

b b>

Fig. 5 The normal Regge limit.

1.5 Inclusive physios at medium energies

I

Since we are dealing in this thesis with an experiment at medium energy,

a few words must be said about the applicability of high energy

approximations of inclusive physics models at lower energies.

a. It is interesting to see how far one can go down with energy before

the model descriptions cease to hold. In other words, the applica-

bility is partly justified by the results.

b. One great advantage of analyzing in an inclusive way the data of a

bubble chamber experiment as the present one lies in the fact that

most of the secondary particles have been either fully measured or
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I
I
I

fitted. This makes it possible to investigate and study the effects —

of exclusive reactions in inclusive single particle production. Jg

Some of t'.iese influences are treated in chapter 2.

c. Some of the high energy approximations can be avoided by replacing |

them by more explicit expressions. Examples of this will be given in

chapters 3 en 5. I

In the remaining chapters single particle distributions will be

presented and interpreted in the framework of triple-Regge and normal E

Regge descriptions.

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
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Chapter 2

ISINGLE PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS

Tt H
__

TT H

K° H

K~ •

P •

A -

¥ X

+
¥ X

h X°

• x +

¥ X ~

f X°

2.1 Production cross section

The cross section for the production of particle c, indicated by 0 , is

defined as:

where N stands for the total number of particles observed of identity

c, N is the total number of interactions and 0_ is the total cross

section. The determination of the various cross sections o is based on
c

1
In this chapter we will examine single particle production in the

following inclusive reactions: M

K"p •+ TT+ + X~ (la) 1

(lb)

(lc) |

(Id) "

(le) -

(If) I

I

I
(2) *

I
1

a sub-sample of 80.000 exposures where all topologies have been scanned

and measured. g

It is impossible to identify always particle c in a unique way.

Ambiguities concerning the identity of a particular particle c do I

remain in some cases after applying a kinematical fit to the reaction

where c originated. The ambiguity rates vary from almost non existent •

to rather serious as can be seen from table I. For the sake of complete-

!

ness we have included the data on K in this table.
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+
TT

TT

1°

K~

P

A

K+

+
TT

17503

860

175

TT

15813

5504

K°

22000

K

9508

P

! 1865

10

A

25099

K+

414

Table 1 Particle distribution in K p reactions at 4.2 GeV/c.

The number of ambiguities between a K and a A fit to a seen neutral

decay is very small (less then 1%) and has not'been included in the

solutions admitted to the Data Summary Tape, but was accounted for in

a special reject class. Table 1 shows that TT , K°, p and A particles

form rather pure collections, whereas IT and K suffer heavily from

ambiguities between them, K more then TT . This means that one must be

careful wh ;n studying TT and K distributions, especially in the region

x > 0.5 where nearly all the ambiguities are concentrated. For the

purpose of determining the cross sections ambiguous events have been

divided equally between their two solutions and this procedure has been

taken into account in the determination of the errors on the cross

sections. The numbers of particles thus obtained are given in table 3.

The determination of the total cross section a_ was based on counting

the number of x decays of the K beam particles in the same volume

inside the bubble chamber in which the events are counted (fiducial

volume). The t decay (K -* TT IT TT ) gives a characteristic pattern on a

bubble chamber picture, which can be easily recognized as such.

The number of I decays thus obtained is related to the total path

length L of the beam particles in the fiducial volume by

L =
ctKpc

f m cx o
2 - (3)
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The number of target protons per cm^ N is calculated from the density

of the hydrogen liquid p by

NH = iT * PH (4)

The meaning of the constants used in equations (3) and (4) and their

numerical values are given in table 2.

Symbol

M
P

fT

A

PH
M
0

P

tR

c

Description

atomic weight of target hydrogen
(based on c=12)

decay rate of T decay

Avogadro's number

hydrogen density in bubble chamber

mass of beam particle

mean momentum of beam particle

mean life of beam particle

velocity of light

Value

1.008

0.0557

6.022 x 1023 mole"1

0.0622 g cm"3

493.8 MeV/c2

4.259 GeV/c

1.235 x 10~8 sec

2.9979 x I08 m sec"'

Table 2 Constants used in determining cross sections.

The total cross section is given by

(5)

and the numerical value amounts to (25.4 + 0.6) mb. This number compares

very well with other determinations of the K p cross section in the same

energy region [1], as can be seen from fig. 1.

Using this value of the total cross section, we arrive at the single

particle production cross sections given in table 3. The errors mentioned

in this table include the uncertainties due to the problem of ambiguous

solutions mentioned earlier.

I"
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
i
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28

27

26

25

24

23

i

1
<H

-

1 ' '

X = THIS EXPERIMENT

-

, 1

I
-

I
1

4 5 6

P L a b . GeV/c

Fig. 1 Total cross s ec t i c of K p interactions in the momentum range

3-8 GeV/c.

Two obvious conclusions can be drawn immediately from table 3, namely

that a + « a - and a - re a • An even more striking similarity occurs

if we take into account the cross section for the elast ic scattering

process K p -*• K p. This cross section was determined to be (3.7 + 0.2)mb

in the present sample of events*.

No confections for scanning losses due to elastic scattering over
small angles have been applied to this number.



Particle

+
it

' TI

K~

K°

P

A

Number of particles

18020

13565

12260

22000

12300

25099

a(mb)

16.7 + 0.8

17.2 + 1.0

11.3+ 1.6

7.6 + 0.2

11.4+ 0.8

4.6 + 0.1

Table 3 Single particle production cross sections.

If we now subtract the elastic cross section from the cross sections in

table 3 and thus look only at inelastic single particle production, we

get the following cross sections:

incl _ ,_, , .

i n c l (7.7 + 0.8)mb

and we see that 0 RJ o .
K~ K°

At our energy we have no antibaryon production and only a few reactions

with 3 strange outgoing particles occur. Therefore, we can write the

total cross section as either the sum of baryon production or the sum

of strange particle production, in the following way:

= O p a-o (6)

(Here Y stands for Z and 5 production). From eq. (6) follows for the

inclusive neutron production o = (7.5 + 1.8)mb.

Summarizing these results the following equalities exist:

inel inel ,-, , , „.. ,
o,,_ = 0-o = o = o =(7.6+ 1.8)mb (7)

I
I
I
I
1

and

J
I
J
I

I
I
I

o + O - = (17.0 + 1.0)mb (8)
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Of course, the equalities (7) and (8) may just be a coincidence at

°R°

i
V

2.24

5.2 + 0.5

17.4 + 1.5

3 .0

7.1 + 0.7

12.3 + 1.5

4 . 2

7.2 + 0.3

11.9 + 1.5

10.1

7.5 + 0.2

11.1 + 1.5

12.6

7.3 + 0.5

11.5 + 1.5

14.3

8.26 + 0.25

32.0

8.0 + 0.5

Table 4 Inclusive cross sections for K and K production in K p

interactions at different incoming momenta.

The data at 14.3 GeV/c and 32 GeV/c come from ref. [3].

5 10
plab • G e V/c

15

Fig. 2 Inclusive cross sections as function of the laboratory

momentum of the incoming kaon.
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our particular energy. But, as has been shown before [2], at least some

of these relations persist over a wider energy range. A summary of the

results of ref. 2 is given ir table 4 and fig. 2.

From table 4 one may conclude that in the medium energy region these

cross sections vary only slowly: they are constant or rising slightly.

Keeping in mind, that any particular exclusive reaction shows a much

larger change in cross section over this energy range, it remains

amazing that inclusive cross sections show such constant behaviour.

I
1

2.2 Longitudinal momentum distributions

The distributions of the normalized longitudinal momentum x = —j

of the particles produced in the reactions (1) are shown in

fig. 3. This set of figures can in first instance be characterized as

follows:

K p INTERACTIONS 4 2 GeV/c

Fig. 3 Longitudinal momentum distributions.
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a. - IT and TT have very similar x - distributions;

b. - ic° and K~ have very similar x - distributions;

c. - the A shows an almost flat x - distribution in the range

-0.8 < x < 0.4.

A closer look at the curves in fig. 3 shows that the above mentioned

characteristics are only approximately true.

-1 -05 0 05 1 -1 -05 O 0.5 1

X X

Fig. 4 Longitudinal momentum Fig. 5 Longitudinal momentum

distribution of K and distribution of TT and
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a. Fig. 5 shows that a + > a - in the region x < 0, whereas a + < a -

in the region x > 0. This indicates a leading particle effect for

both TT and IT , though stronger for K -* IT then p -»• ir .

In the central region (-0.25 < x < 0.25) the two distributions come

close to each other, without becoming completely identical however.

i
1
I
I

b. In fig. 4 we can distinguish three •'.ifferent x-regions. •

In the interval -I. < x < 0. both distributions coincide. This how- "

ever, is accidental at 4.2 GeV/c, as can be seen from the same —

distributions at higher energies where the distributions differ [4]. J

In the interval 0.< x < 0.5, a- o > <?„-• This seems to be reversed in

the interval 0.5 < x < 1.0, but.one should keep in mind that it is 1

this region where most of the pions, misinterpreted as a K , would

fall. I

c. The apparent flatness in fig. 3 of the x-distribution of the A in

the region -0.8 < x < 0.4 is mainly due to the logarithmic scaling. I

This is clearly illustrated in fig.611, where the same distribution

is displayed on a lineair scale and a clear peak at x = 0.0 is I

observed.

An interesting feature of the x-distribution is demonstrated in I

fig. 6III, where the contributions from different final states containing

a A are shown. Several classes of distributions can be distinguished, I

some of them showing reflections of resonance production- These dis-

tributions and their relative contribution to the total x-distribution I

are strongly energy dependent. Nevertheless, the total x-distribution -I

of A has almost exactly the same shape at 4.2 GeV/c and 10.I GeV/c [5] _

over the entire x-range. Since meson exchange is expected to dominate f

the x < 0. region and baryon exchange the x > 0. region, and these two

exchanges have different s dependencies, the scaling over the entire I

x-range remains an intriguing fact.

I
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III) contributions from various final states.
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2.3 Transverse momentum distributions

The transverse momentum distributions of the particles produced in

reactions ( 1) are shown in fig. 7. All distributions have the same

smooth shape, only the slopes differ: the distributions get less steep

far heavier particles being produced. This implies a growing value for

the average transverse momentum, < p >,_ a trend that is present also

at higher incoming momenta [4] as can be seen in fig. 8 and table 5.

In this figure one clearly distinguishes three different classes of

particles with different < p_, >: pions, kaons and protons, hyperons.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

O 01 02 03 04 05

Fig. 7 Transverse momentum distribution =.

1

I
1
I
I
I
i
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Fig. 8 Average transverse momentum as a function of incoming momentum

in K p interactions.
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+

n
TT

K~

K°

P

A

Slope
meter
at 4

17.8

15.0

6.2

5.3

5.2

4. 1

para-
fa
.2 GeV/c

+ 1.3

+ 1.1

+ 0. 1

+ 0.2

+ 0. 1

+ 0.2

< P T
> in

4.2 GeV/

283 +

301 +

375 +

400 +

407 +

453 +

K"p

c

1

1

2

4

2

4

interactions at

10.1 GeV/c

319 + 1

323 + 1

398 + 3

417 + 5

392 + 3

480 + 7

inc.momentum

16 GeV/c

330 + 1

336 + 1

412 + 3

4 2 1 + 5

396 + 3

498 + 7

Table 5 Slope and < P T
> of pT-distributions. Slope is obtained by

fitting the expression Ae PT to the experimental distribu-

tions. < P T
> are given in MeV/c. The fits were made over the

region O-O.2(GeV/c)2.

In fig. 9 the average weighted transverse momentum as function of the

longitudinal momentum x is shown for the particles produced in

reactions (!)• The weighted average transverse momentum <p (x)>_,,

(with E the centre of mass energy of the studied particle) is defined

by

<PT(x)>E =
d2o

dxdp_

(9)

The distributions show in the case of v and IT clear maxima around

x = + 0.5 and a minimum at x = 0. This shape of the distributions is

often called the 'seagull effect'. In the present case it has been

demonstrated [6] that this effect can be attributed to an interplay of

different reaction mechanisms. The multiplicity of the particles as

function of x determines the shape of the distributions of fig. 9.
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Chapter 3

K~ - P
Lambda production in the fragmentation processes p •+ A and K -* A

at 4.25 GeV/c.

(Repainted from Nuclear Physics B98(1975)
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In the reaction K~ + p -• A + X at 4.25 GeV/c both the target fragmentation of the
proton into lambda and the beam fragmentation of kaon into lambda have been studied. !
The sample consists ot 21 000 A events with t > -1.0 (GeV/r)2 and 9000 A events with 1,
u > -1 .0 (GeV/c)2. Abundant IT and meson resonance production for residual masses
Afx < 1.1 GeV/c2 is observed. In the r-channel an effective exchange trajectory is deduced. I
which lies between the K and K(890) trajectories. In the u-channel the effective exchange j
trajectory is in good agreement with a nucleon trajectory. The extrapolated average pion
multiplicities of the residual mass system in the u-channel arc in very good agreement >
with the values measured in antiproton-proton annihilations at rest. I

1. Introduction 1

In bubble chamber experiments neutral V events are easy to scan and to identify B
as either lambda particles or neutral kaons. This makes the production of A and K° '

' The investigation is supported by the joint research programs of FOM and ZWO. E
* Now at Institute of Physics, University of Stockholm. ™

** Now at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois.
*** Now at Dept. de Fisica, Universidade de Brasilia. 1
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S = (pa+Pb)

t _(p a -p c ) 2

u=(pb-Pc)2

sx.(pa+pb-pc)2

s + t+u .,ma+mi;+m?+s,

-1.5 -10- -0.5 O 0.5 10 1.5
Longitudinal momentum CMS pL of A GeV/c

t (GeV/c)2

Fig. 1. (a) Notations for the inclusive reaction K~p -» AX. (b) Boundaries in the t-u plane and
definition of the target and beam fragmentation regions, (c) Target and beam fragmentation
boundaries in the P J - P L plane

by kaons incident on protons a nearly ideal object of inclusive studies. Thus in an
early stage of our 4.25 GeV/c K~p experiment the longitudinal momentum distri-
bution of inclusive lambda particles has already been investigated and compared to
data of the same reaction at 10.1 GeV/c [1]. The same reaction K~ + p -* A + X
has since been investigated in a number of experiments in the momentum range
4-32 GeV/c [2]. The extension of the 4.25 GeV/c K~p experiment to 33 events/jub
has now put 60 000 A's at our disposal. This large number makes feasible a detailed
study of A-production in the restricted regions of target and beam fragmentation.
The transition of the proton into lambda will be called target fragmentation, the
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transition of the nes'i'livc kaon into lambda beam fragmentation. They will be cle- £
noted by p -K-* A and K -'•>• A respectively. We define the target fragmentation |
region by the requirement I > 1.0 (GeV/c)2 and the beam fragmentation region
by u > - 1.0 (GeV/r)2. Variables and notations used in this study are illustrated in •
fig. la. I

Lambda production by target fragmentation corresponds to strangeness exchange
reactions. However, one should distinguish the reactions 1

K. p-* A + pions, (1)

which lead to strangeness annihilation at the KK vertex and I

K p-> A + KK + pions, (2)

which are strangeness non-annihilation processes. |
The cross sections for these inclusive reactions are proportional to the two terms

in the forward elastic reggeon-particle amplitude, which correspond respectively to I
the reactions I

'K+'K~ ->pions, (3) •

'K+'K~-»KK + pions, (4) "

where 'K+> stands for a K or K(890) Regge trajectory. I
In a recent paper Inami and Miettinen [3] have stressed two rather special dual ••

properties of the strangeness annihilation processes (3). These processes should al-
ways proceed via production and decay of resonances and further this production I
should be dual to the exchange degenerate ip-f' trajectory. The low intercept of this
trajectory would explain the rapid decrease of the cross section of (1), with increas- —
ing energy of the incoming kaons, which has been observed in various experiments J
[1.2].

Lambda production by beam fragmentation corresponds to baryon exchange m
reactions, which implies in turn baryon-antibaryon annihilation at the pp vertex. I
In this way the reaction

K~ p -»• A + mesons (5) £

is related to the antinucleon-nucleon annihilation process

'p'p -+ mesons. (6) m

Here 'p ' stands for the anti-nucleon or other / = ̂ N Regge trajectories. As the iso- «
spin of the lambda is zero, A exchange in (5) as well as / = § K-exchange in (1) and £
(2) are excluded. At a beam momentum of 4.25 GeV/c the cm. energy is just above
the threshold energy of the reaction K~ p -* App. The cross section of this reaction •
is therefore negligibly small and thus we do not have to consider the jjp non-anni- i
hilation process.

In sect. 2 information is presented on the way our experimental data are ob- J
tained and on the missing mass distributions in the fragmentation regions. A triple
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Regge analysis is applied to our data in sect. 3. The large statistics of our experiment
permits to establish effective Regge trajectories with considerably higher accuracy
than obtained in a similar analysis [4] at 14.3 GeV/c beam momentum. The effec-
tive 'K' trajectory is found to lie between the K and K(890) trajectory, whereas the
effective *p" trajectory is found to coincide with the nucleon trajectory. Sect. 4 dis-
cusses ihc average multiplicity of the residual pion systems of reactions (1) and (5)
as function of the missing mass squared. The antinucleon-nucleon multiplicity be-
low threshold is of particular interest. Finally sect. 5 summarizes the results.

2. Experimental data

The data come from exposures of the CERN 2 m hydrogen bubble chamber to
the electrostatically mass separated m6 beam of negative kaons with 4.25 GeV/c
momentum. The sample used is from 730000 pictures corresponding to 33
events//ib. The data have been collected using the standard methods of bubble
chamber analysis. The events were measured at CERN with a spiral reader, in Ams-
terdam and Nijmegen mainly by conventional hand measuring devices and partly
with the HPD in Amsterdam and with the PEPR in Nijmegen. The total sample
contained 60 000 events with a seen lambda, of which 21 000 belonged to the tar-
get fragmentation region and 9000 to the beam fragmentation region. There is no
overlap between the regions as can be seen both from the / versus « plot (fig. lb)
and from fig. 1c which shows the longitudinal momentum in the cms (p±) versus
the transverse momentum (pT). The variable t + u is a linear function of sx = Afx ,
so lines of t + it = constant in fig. 1b mean xx = constant. The sx distribution is the
projection of the f versus u plot onto the line t - u = constant. The variable t - u
is a linear function of p^ and hence of cos 8 cms. In our experiment s = 9.1 GeV^
and the maximum missing mass M% = 1.90 GeV/c2.

We want to study the processes with only pions produced in addition to the A.
Other reactions which contribute to our sample are:

KTp->- 2 ° + anything, (7)

K~ p -» A + KK + anything . (8)

Only the fitted events of reaction (7) have been identified. These have been elimi-
nated. Moreover, we estimate that 25% of our no-fit events are due to reaction (7)
and correct for this in an average sense by taking 75% of the cross section for the
no-fit channels. Events of reaction (8) which can be Fitted contribute ~5% to the
sample in the target fragmentation region. These events have been removed from
the sample. We estimate that there are an approximately equal number of events of
reacti&n (8) which can not be fitted and hence could not be removed. In the beam
fragmentation region no fitted events of reaction (8) were found: and thus there is
no contamination here. In the missing mass distributions reaction (8) will only con-
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Table 1
Number of events in the fragmentation regions

Finalstate f > -1 .0 « > - 1 . 0
(GeV/c)* (GeV/c)2

Aw0

AMM
Atr+tf~
. + - 0

ATT n n
A>r+tr~MM
A2n+2»r~
A2ir+2jr~n°
A2jr+27TMM

1212
3143
2584
6200
4816

822
1385
502

204
979
814

2978
2262

682
915
234

Total 20 664 9068

I
I
1

These numbers have been corrected for decay probabilities and ambiguous hypotheses. 4-c I
events are required to have P > 1%, 1-c events P > 5% in the selection. A correction factor for *
events with missing mass to account for E°, KK has been applied (see text). Higher multiplicities
contribute only a fraction of a percent to the data. I

tribute to the mass region >1 GeV/c2. The numbers of events in the different final
states after applying these corrections are given in table 1.

The distributions of the missing mass to the A are shown in fig. 2a for all events,
in fig. 2b for the events in. the target fragmentation region (t > -1 (GeV/e)2) and
in fig. 2c for the events in the beam fragmentation region (« > - 1 (GeV/c)2). A
striking feature is immediately noticed: the missing mass distributions below IAfx = 1.1 GeV/c2 consist in the target fragmentation region dominantly of reso-
nances. Combining data from exclusive studies [5] with these inclusive data one
finds that (60 ± 10)% of the total cross section below Afx = 1.1 GeV/c2 in the frag- I
mentation region is due to contributions from AT:0, AT}(550), Ap(770), Aco(785), *
ATJ'(960) and A<p(1020). In the beam fragmentation region the reactions ACT", _
Ap(770) and Aw(785) contribute (30 ± 5)% of the cross section below Afx = 1.1 |
GeV/c2. The production cross sections of TJ(55O), TJ'(960) and ^(1020) in the back-
ward direction are so small that they do not show up in the inclusive mass spectrum. •
The high percentage of resonance production in the target fragmentation region is 1
consistent with the First prediction of Inami and Miettinen mentioned in sect. 1.

For subsequent analysis the fragmentation regions -1.0 < t < 0.0 (GeV/c)2 and B
-1.0 < u < 0.0 (GeV/c)2 are both divided into 10 bins. The mass distributions in •
these bins differ. For values of t and u near 0.0 (GeV/c)2 the-low-mass resonances
dominate the distributions. As t (or u) tends to -1.0 (GeV/c)2, the low-mass regions I
are depleted and the distributions peak towards the kinematical limits.
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Fig. 2. (a) Mass distribution Mx of all events of the reaction K~p -» AX. (b) Mass distribution
Mx in the target fragmentation region, (c) Mass distribution Mx in the beam fragmentation region.
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Fig. 3. Triple Regge pole graph for (a) target fragmentation, (b) beam fragmentation.

3. Analysis of the invariant cross sections •

We assume that the inclusive production of A takes place by means of Regge I
trajectory exchange in the t- and u-channeis. We assume furthermore that the pro- •
cesses can be parametrized by a triple Regge amplitude [6]. The corresponding
graphs are shown in figs. 3a and 3b. In the small r-region the cross section then is 1

2d 2 g = f(s s / , ,) ~ s a M ( 0 )" !(s A ) a M ( 0 ) " M t ) (9)

where aM(0) stands for the intercept of the effective trajectory in the forward scat-
tering amplitude for "K+'K- -• 'K+1K~ and a(f) is the trajectory in the r-channel. I
Factors depending only on t have been omitted. As the u-channel is analysed in the •
same way as the r-channel we will not specify the corresponding u-channel formulae,
which one may obtain by replacing t by u and <%(()) by c<£(0) in this section- I

The description of reaction cross sections by expansion of the amplitudes in
terms of Regge poles is a typical high-energy approach. Gottfried and Jackson [7] _
have already remarked long =igo that these asymptotic expressions are surprisingly |
accurate at momenta as low as 3 GeV/c. Theoretical arguments for the applicability
of the cross section parametrisation (9) at low energies and low values of sx are pre- •
sented in several papers [8]. We will not enter into a discussion of the validity of w
the triple Regge model in our case, but show that our data can be described satisfac-
torily by a properly adapted version of formula (9). The conditions for the validity B
of formula (9) are s>sx>s0 and given t. The typical scale is sQ ~ 1 GeV2, our
value of s is 9.1 GeV2 and in general we choose s/sx > 4. The condition least ful- _
filled is sx > 1 GeY2 since we have sx < 2.3 GeV2. This means that we are not al- |
lowed to use the asymptotic variable sx in expression (9).
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Since terms sP& enter into Regge amplitudes through the asymptotic form of
(cos6f)

a(f) ~- (|(s - u) + ...)aO for large s and fixed t, we see that for smaller values
of s the crossing symmetric variable v = \(s- u)\s likely to be a more appropriate
variable. We apply this to the diagrams of fig. 3, viewed as quasi-two-body scatter-
ings, from which follows:

vt = sx - t - m | in the /-channel,

vu = sx - u - m2, in the u-channel, (10)

and we write the cross section (9) as

\,/sf^-^ (9a)

Since the variable P/S becomes negative in some cases [9], which is unacceptable
in (9a), we add a constant

vt/s -> vt/s + 0.03 , vJs^-pJs + 0.10, (11)

in order to make all vt/s > 0 and vjs > 0. All distributions will be treated in terms
of this new variable. The influence of the added constant on the values of a(t) will
be discussed later in this section.

In principle the distributions in v/s have to be fitted by a power law

for each of the ten bins in the interval - 1 < t < 0(GeV/c)2, where a{t) stands for

= a M ( 0 ) - 2 a ( r ) . (12)

However, the narrow and abundant resonances produced (sect. 2) make it difficult
to fit the distributions directly. Instead of fitting (9a) we form the semi-local aver-
age by fitting the first moment integrals as has been suggested by Chan Hong-Mo
et al. [10]

X . .
I(X,t)=f^fL^t df , , (13)

o v ;

which gives

We give an example of the procedure in figs. 4a and 4b. The distribution of P/S is
shown in fig. 4a for the interval -0.5 < t < -0.4 (GeV/c)2. The integrated first
moment function I(X, t) and the fitted curve is shown in fig. 4b. The fitted param-
eters G{t) and a(t) are then used to obtain/(s, vjs, t), which is also shown in
fig. 4a. From fig. 4a one may conclude that the Regge-pole amplitude describes
well the distribution in p/s in an average sense in the low sx resonance region.

To obtain the parameters a(t) from the fitted values a(t) using relation (12), we
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Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of vis in the interval -0.5 < t < -0.4. The cross section/(s, v/s, t) is
shown as a full line, (b) The first mr.ment integral I(X, I), experimental and fitted distribution.

only have to know the value of aM(0). For this we need information about the dif-
ferential cross sections at different energies. As formula (9) shows at fixed values
of sjs and f, the ratio of the differential cross sections at two values of the square
of the cm. energy Sj and x2 *

s equal to {s^/s^01^ . Since sjs « 1 — x, where x
is the variable PiVPLmax o n e c a n u s e experiments that give da/djc distributions at
different s-values. We will use the results presented by Borg et al. [11] with Sj = 8.4
GeV2 and $2 = 28 GeV^ corresponding to momenta of the incoming K~ of 3.93
and 14.3 GeV/c in the lab system. In ref. [1] similar data are given for 4.25 and
10.1 GeV/c incoming kaon momenta, but no distinction is made between processes
(1) and (2). From the data of Borg et al. we obtain in the jr-regions — 0.8 < x < —0.5
and 0.5 < x < 0.8, for the ratio of da/dx of K~ p -»• A + pions ai uie two s-values,
3.12 ± 0.23 and 2.56 ± 0.21 respectively. (These jr-ranges correspond roughly to
our target and beam fragmentation regions.) This implies for the intercepts of the
effective trajectories in fig. 3,

aM(0) = 0.05 ± 0.06

for the r-channel analysis, and

aE(0) = 0.20 ± 0.07

for the u-channel analysis. The values obtained from ref. [1] are respectively
aM(0) = 0.08 ± 0.04 and Q E (0 ) = 0.05 ± 0.17, and thus in ag eement with the values
from the experiment of Borg et al., which we prefer for the above mentioned reason.
The value aM(0) = 0.05 ± 0.06 is in agreement with the hypothesis of Inami and
Miettinen [3] that reaction (3) is due to the exchange of the <p-f' trajectory with in-
tercept aJO) ~ 0.0. One of the trajectories exchanged in proton-antiproton annihi-
lation is expected to be exotic [9] and our results suggest that the effective trajec-
tory aj: is low-lying.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
II
11
1
I
I
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Table 2
Values of the slope parameters a(t) and a(u) obtained by fitting (14) to the experimental data

t (or u)
interval

-1.0
-0.9
-0.8
-0.7
-0.6
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1

-0 .9
-0.8
-0.7
-0.6
-0.5
-0.4
-0 .3
-0 .2
-0.1

0.0

ait)

2.13
1.91
1.75
1.41
1.30
0.93
0.90
0.70
0.61

-0 .03

±0.06
± 0.05
±0.07
± 0.06
± 0.06
±0.07
±0.03
± 0.17
±0.14
±0.22

a(f)

-1 .04 ±0.04
-0 .93 ± 0.04
-0.85 ± 0.04
-0.68 ± 0.04
-0.63 ± 0.04
-0.44 ± 0.04
-0.42 ± 0.04
-0.33 ± 0.09
-0.28 ± 0.08

0.04 ±0.11

2.70 ±0.06
2.31 ±0.15
2.39 ± 0.07
2.26 ± 0.08
1.82 ± 0.07
1.71 ±0.09
1.74 + 0.16
1.42 ±0.22
1.16 ±0.21
0.72 ± 0.26

fl(M)

-1.25 ±0.05
-1.05 ±0.09
-1.10 ±0.05
-1.03 ±0.05
-0.81 ±0.05
-0.76 ± 0.06
-0.77 ± 0.09
-0.61 ± 0.11
-0.48 ±0.10
-0.26 ±0.13

The effective trajectories a(t) and <*(«) are computed using a(t) = (0.05 ± 0.06) - 2a(r) and
a{u) = (0.20 ± 0.07) - 2a(u).

With these values of aM(0) and aE(0) we now obtain the values for the trajec-
tories a(t) and a(u) given in table 2. The results are shown in figs. 5a and 5b respec-
tively. Straight trajectories with slope 1 (GeV/c)~2 are drawn through the points
a(m|) = 0.0, a (w| ( 8 9 0 ) ) = 1 0 and a(m2) = 0.5 to guide the eye. A fit to the points
gives

a(f) = (-0.06 + 0.04) + (1.02 ± 0.02)r,

a(«) = (-0.33 ± 0.06) + (0.98 ± 0.07)« .

The measured points in the f-channel are between the K and K(890) trajectories.
This is in agreement with earlier published data [5] from this experiment, which
gave evidence for both K and K(890) exchange in exclusive channels in this region.
The trajectory in the u-channel is in good agreement with the nucleon trajectory.

In the following part of this section we will discuss possible sources of systematic
errors in the fitting procedure.

(a) In the fitting we make a cut in v/s in order to make s/u reasonably large
(s/v <; 3). The fitted values of a(t) and a(w) depend only slightly on this upper limit
except for the last two intervals -0.2 < t < -0.1 (GeV/c)2 and -0.1 < t < 0.0
(GeV/c)2 where the distributions in v/s only extend to 0.25. The effect of the va-
riation of the upper limit has been carefully investigated in these cases. We give a
best estimate and the errors in fig. 5 take into account the corresponding systematic
errors.

(b) The effect of varying the constant added to v/s in relation (11) is illustrated
in fig. 6, for the interval -0.5 < t < -0.4 (GeV/c)2. The shift Aa of the fitted value
a is given as a function of the shift A(v/s). A similar dependence is found for other
f intervals except for the last three points with f > -0.3 (GeV/c)2, where it is ne-
cessary to introduce the shift in order to define a positive variable. We conclude
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-0 5-

-1.0 -.

-1.0 -0.5

t (GeV/c)2 u (GeV/c)

Fig. 5. The effective trajectories for the reaction K p -» AX. (a) a(t) in the target fragmentation
region with aM(0) = 0.05. (b) a(u) in the beam fragmentation region with a£<0) = 0.20. Straight
trajectories with slope 1 are drawn in (a) through the points a(mJJ) = 0 and a(m^(890)2^ = '
and in (b) through the point a(mp) = 0.5 to guide the eye.

that although the intercept changes slightly (within ~0.05), the slope of the trajec-
tory is not affected.

(c) The corresponding investigation cannot be made for the u-channel since all
vjs distributions contain negative vjs values except for the interval -1.0 < u <
-0.9 (GeV/c)2. We can only assume that the constant added in relation (11) will
influence the fitted trajectory in the same way as the a(t) trajectory.

An essential point of this analysis is that we have used expression (9a) with the
low-energy parameter v/s instead of expression (9) with the parameter sx/s, which
is a high-energy variable. The effect of fitting sjs instead of v/s can quantitatively

0.00

-005 -
I 1

001 003

A(V/S)

Fig. 6. Variation of a(t) as function of a shift in v/s for the interval -0 .5 < / < -0.4.

1
1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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be seen from tig. 6. 1 he difference in using v/s instead of sx/s is roughly a shift tor
each r-bin of the abscissa by an amount of t/s. The slope of a(t) will decrease cor-
respondingly, as the result of fitting sx/s demonstrates: a(t) = (-0.07 ± 0.05) +
(0.66 ± 0.06)r and a(u) = (-0.48 ± 0.06) + (0.39 ± 0.07)u. These slopes are consi-
derably different from the results of our analysis with v/s as parameter. Slopes with
values between 0.8 and 1.0 correspond to a linear extrapolation of the Regge trajec-
tories of the Chew-Frautschi plot to negative f-values and are substantiated by ex-
periments [12]. Our results from the analysis with v/s are in agreement with these
values.

A triple-Regge analysis has also been applied to the reaction K~p-*A + Xata
beam momentum of 14.3 GeV/c [4]. The different results may be attributed to
differences in the respective analyses. The authors have used sK/s instead of v/s and
have substituted aM(0) = 0.5 where we use the experimentally determined value
aM(0) = 0.05. Finally, we have eliminated so far as possible the events of reactions
(7) and (8) to obtain a pure sample of reaction (1) K~ p -• A + pions as is required
for an analysis according to ref. [3].

4. Multiplicities of the residual system

The suceess of this analysis makes it worthwhile to study other features of
reggeon-particle interactions, such as the average charged and total pion multipli-
cities as function of sx. The average multiplicities of the virtual pp annihilation
make it possible to study antiproton-proton annihilations below threshold. The
average multiplicities in the target fragmentation region give information on the
virtual 'K'K annihilation. No data on real KK or K*K annihilations exist for com-
parison.

The average charged pion multiplicity <nch> may be computed directly from the
available prong number distributions as function of sx.

To obtain the total pion multiplicity <«„> one has to estimate the number of
neutral pions produced in multineutral events. This estimate will be based on the
assumption that for events of a given multiplicity the average cm. energy of the
neutral pions is equal to the average cm. energy of the charged pions. The average
number of neutral pions by topology has been computed separately for target and
beam fragmentation regions and each bin of sx. As the values thus obtained vary
only slightly, we report only the average results by topology:

AMM(/i O> = 2.9±0.1 ,
71

n O> = 2.2±0.1 ,
It

I

Air+n+ir-ii-MM (n^) = 2.0 ± 0.1 .

The average charged and total pion multiplicities as function of sx are given in
table 3 and shown in fig. 7. The («> values below sx = 1 GeV2 are mainly determined
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Fig. 7. (a) Average number of pions as a function of Jx in the target fragmentation region.
(b) Average number of pions as a function of s x in the beam fragmentation region. Points in the
physical region come from refs. [ 13,14].

by the 7r° and resonances, which dominate this maffi region. The values for
1 < xx < 3 GeV2 appear to be linear functions of sx. If one extrapolates («> in the
beam fragmentation region to the value sx = {2mpY one obtains: (nc^) = 3.00 ±0.05
and (nn) = 4.54 ± 0.25 (the errors include an estimate of systematic uncertainties).
This is in agreement with the direct results from pp annihilation at rest [13]:
<Hcn> = 3.05 + 0.04 and <nn) = 5.01 ± 0.23. In fig. 7b also some results of average
multiplicit;es in pp experiments [13,14] are plotted. One notices a change in the
slope at threshold.
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Table 3
Charged and total pion multiplicities in 'K+ 'K~ and 'p'p annihilations

^interval 'K+1K~ annihilation ' p ' p annihilation

<"ch> <nch>

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

0.53
1.82
1.83
2.01
2.24
2.47

1.53
2.82
3.12
3.33
3.65
3.94

0.93
1.82
1.93
2.16
2.40
2.64

1.56
2.77
3.10
3.41
3.74
4.01

The similarity between the data for baryon and strangeness annihilations is no-
ticeable. Although the multiplicities of the baryon annihilation channel are syste-
matically somewhat larger, the average number of pions seems mostly to depend
only on the total available energy. Also the values of <nch> and in o> for other
values of t and « in our experiment depend strongly on sx and very little on t and
M. Fry et al. [If J reach the same conclusion in an experiment with 8.25 GeV/c in-
coming kaons.

I

3.5-

Q 30

c
V

25

2.0

'p'p annihilation off mass-shell

pp annihilation

2 3 4 5 6 7

S x GeV2

8 9 10 11 12 13

Fig. 8. The ratio (ncj,)/D as a function of s. The dispersionD = ««£„> - <ncn>2)1 /2 . The curves
are drawn to guide the eye.
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Several properties of the off-mass-shell multiplicity distributions emerge. The
ratio of <«ch>/£> (the dispersion D being defined by (<« ,̂> - in^)2)^!2 is shown as
a function of sx in fig. 8, together with the corresponding ratio for pp annihilations
above threshold [16]. Again the values below threshold extrapolate in a regular
fashion to the value [13] at threshold (n^/D = 2.37 Above threshold this ratio
rises again to a plateau of about 2.75. The values for baryon and strangeness anni-
hilations show only a remarkably small difference.

5. Conclusions

We have studied target and beam fragmentation processes in the reaction
K~ p -+ A + pions at 4.25 GeV/c. The total sample consisted of 70 000 events with
measured A, of which 20 664 events had t > - 1 (GeV/c)2 and 9068 events had
« > — 1 (GeV/c)2. The main results are:

(i) The target fragmentation is dominated by resonance and particle formation
for Mx < 1.1 GeV/c2. Production of states with jr°, T?(55O), p(770), CJ(785),

T?'(960) or 0(1020) account for (60 ± 10)% of the cross section.
(ii) In the beam fragmentation region states with 7r°, p(770) or co(785) contri-

bute (30 + 5)% to the cross section forMx < 1.1 GeV/c2.
(iii) In a Regge particle exchange model a K(K(890)) trajectory can be exchanged

in the f-channel and an antinucleon trajectory in the u-channel. Result (i) supports
the prediction that the annihilation 'K+'K~ -» pions should proceed via intermedi-
ate resonances only.

(iv) It is possible to fit the vt and vu distribution to a triple Regge pole model
and in this way to derive effective trajectories. The resulting trajectory in the t-
channel lies between the expected K+ and K+(890) trajectories. The trajectory in
the «-channel agrees with the nucleon trajectory. This opens the opportunity to
study pp annihilations below threshold.

(v) The average charged and total pion multiplicities as a function of missing
mass squared can be extrapolated in the physical region and agree well with the
results from p~p annihilations at rest. This lends further support to the interpretation
of the exchanged particle as an antinucleon trajectory.

(vi) The average multiplicities for 'K+'K~ -*• pions show the same sx dependence
as the 'p'p annihilation.

With pleasure we acknowledge informative discussions with Dr. H.I. Miettinen.
We are deeply indebted to the operating crews of the CERN proton synchrotron,
of the 2 m CERN hydrogen bubble chamber and the constructors of the m6 beam.
We would like to thank the scanning, measuring and computing staffs at each of
our laboratories.
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Chapter 4

K +
Triple Regge Analysis of the fragmentation processes p ->• E and

K~ 5 I+ at 4.2 GeV/c.

(Submitted to Nuovo Cimento)
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Abutr-act

The inclusive production of X in K p interactions at 4.2 GeV/c has

been studied. Both the target fragmentation of the proton into Z and

the beam fragmentation of the kaon into I have been analyzed with a

triple-Regge model. In the p£ -channel an effective exchange trajectory

has been obtained which lies between the K and K(890) trajectories.

For the K £ -channel a trajectory is found which may be interpreted as

a A-trajectory lowered by one half.



4.1 Introduction

an effective exchange trajectory which lies between the K and T'890)

trajectories, whereas the beam fragmentation process K •* Z is expected

I

I
I

The aim of the present paper is to study beam and target fragmentations V

into Z in the inclusive reaction K p -+ Z + anything. The data have

been obtained from an exposure of the 2 m CERN hydrogen bubble chamber •

to an electrostatically separated 4.2 GeV/c K beam. C

In a previous paper [1] we have studied in the same experiment the

fragmentation processes p • A and K * A in the framework of a triple- £

Regge model. This analysis resulted in an effective exchange trajectory

which lies between the K and K(890) trajectories for the target frag- I

mentation process. The beam fragmentation process yielded a trajectory

which coincides with the nucleon trajectory. 1

When studying the target fragmentation process p -+ Z one again expects

I
to proceed via exchange of the A(I236) trajectory.

Although the triple-Regge description was primarily derived for the high |

energy region, it is worthwhile to investigate as in ref. [l] to what

extent this description holds at energies as low (E = 3 GeV) as in I

our 4.2 GeV/c K p experiment. We have followed exactly the procedure

described in our previous paper and we therefore refer to ref. [I] for I

a detailed discussion.

In the present paper the Z data sample will be defined in sect. 2, and m

the triple-Regge formula will be presented in sect. 3. M

Results on target fragmentation and beam fragmentation will be given in

sect. 4 and sect. 5 respectively. I

4.2 The Z+ sample

Experimentally it is more difficult to obtain a pure unbiassed Z sample

than a A sample. This is due to the well-known difficulties in scanning,

measuring and kinematic fitting of the short straight Z track. The

different kinematical solutions of the decay vertex fit lead frequently



to corresponding ambiguities in the production vertex fit. To reduce

these difficulties we have used only events with the decay mode

£+ -+ ii+n since these suffer less from scanning losses (because the

average kink opening angle is larger) than the £ + n p decay.

After the kinematic fit at the production vertex and a check on track

bubble densities a substantial part of the ambiguities has been solved.

Only 15% of the remaining sample still had multiple solutions and in the

subsequent analysis each has been taken, weighted by the number of

solutions. This rather low ambiguity rate can be understood by the fact

that about 80% of the £ production comes from either 4-C or 1-C

production f:ts (see Table I).

£+2TT

£+37T

I+4TT

Z+5v

I+6u

l+ IT MM

£+3TT MM

£+5IT MM

£+KK mi

Total

o(mb)

Weighted number of events

All t

3958

8753

4920

9073

380

375

5057

2091

51

607

35265

1.35 + 0.10

t > -1 GeV2

3341

4069

1657

2885

64

102

1576

456

8

212

14370

0.53 + 0.10

u > -1 GeV2

189

1718

1050

1680

74

35

932

305

6

86

6075

0.22 + 0.05

Table 1 Numbers of events in different topologies and total cross

sections. MM represents a neutral system with > 2TT°.
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Besides correcting the numbers of events for decays outside the

fiducial volume, we corrected for losses of events due to small length I

or small angle decay by a geometrical weight factor described in detail

in ref. [2]. 1

The experiment consisted of a series of exposures at slightly varying

beam momenta, the average K momentum being 4.15 GeV/c for the sample I

used here. The total event sensitivity of the data sample used in this

analysis is ~ 54 events/yb. The weighted numbers of £ + f n events m

for each pion multiplicity are given in Table I. The cross sections of I

Table I are computed taking the branching ratio of Lhe T. •* IT p decay

into account. I

The two fragmentation regions are defined by cuts in t and u as follows:
2 2 •

- target framentation: t > -1 GeV , with t = (P -Pv) ; I
2 p 2 •

- beam fragmentation : u > -1 GeV , with u = (P_.-Pv) ,

In the target fragmentation region one can single out strangeness I

annihilation by restricting the analysis to the reaction [3]:
R p + I + pions (1) 1

Thus we wish to remove events of the reactions I

K~p -y I + + KK + pions (2) |

from our sample in this region. Events of reaction (2) which have been

identified contribute ~ 2% Co the sample ia the fragmentation region I

and have been removed. We estimate that there are at most an equal

number of unidentified events of reaction (2) and which therefore R

remain in the sample of reaction (1).

Before presenting the triple-Regge analysis, we will show some experi-

mental features of the inclusive £ production.

Fig. 1 shows the missing-mass distributions of the total sample and the

two fragmentation regions. One notices, apart from ir and p production,

the relative absence of resonance production when compared to the

corresponding A reaction.

I
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Fig. 1 Distribution of missing mass recoiling against I for
2

a) all events, b) events with t > -1 GeV and c) events

with u > -1 GeV".
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Fig. 2 The Lorentz invariant cross section for I production

as a function of the Feynman variable e. E* is the c.n

energy of the E .

Fig. 2 shows the Lorentz invariant cross section of E production as a

function of the Feynman variable x, defined by x = 2p*//s (p* is the

centre of mass longitudinal momentum of the Z and s is the total cm.

energy). One notices the remarkably flat distribution between -I and

I
1
I
I

I
I
I
1
I
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0.2, as was also observed with the corresponding A distribution [4].

For comparison we show the data on Z production in K p interactions at

14.3 GeV/c [5]. One notices two differences: at 14.3 GeV/c the invariant

differential cross section for I production is lower and the x distri-

bution is less flat.

In fig. 3 the transverse momentum squared distributions ^or the three
7

samples are shown. A fit to the data in the region 0 < p < 0.5 (GeV/c)~
-bp2 T

with an exponential of the form ae ^T gives for b the following

results: (4.0 + 0.2)(GeV/c)~2 for the total sample, (6.2 + 0.2)(GeV/c)~2

in the target fragmentation region and (4.8 + 0.4)(GeV/c) in the beam

fragmentation region. The difference in the slope parameter for the two

fragmentation regions reflects the different exchange mechanisms: meson

exchange in the target fragmentation region and baryon exchange in the

beam fragmentation region. The value of the slope parameter for the to-

tal sample is almost identical with that for other hyperons in the same

experiment: (4.1 + 0.2)(GeV/c)~2 for A, (3.9 + 0.1)(GeV/c)"2 for 5~,

(3.9 + 0.3)(GeV/c)~2 for Z~(1385) and (3.7 + 0.2)(GeV/c)~2 for

E+(I385).
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4.3 The Triple-Regge model

As in ref. [I], we assume that the inclusive production of Z in the

case of target fragmentation takes place by means of Regge trajectory

exchange in the t-channel. We assume furthermore that the process can

be parametrized by a triple-Regge formula, depicted in fig. 4a and

given by

d2o
dt d(Ws)

a (0)-l a (0)-2a(t)
= f(s,v/s,t)~sM (v/s) (3)

where aM(0) stands for the intercept of the effective meson trajectory
' o* - ' o* —

in the forward scattering amplitude for K K •+ K K and a(t) is

the trajectory in the t-channel. The crossing symmetric variable V is

defined as v = s -t-iiL,, where s is the missing mass squared recoiling

against the £ .

••• — K"

(a)

K" p *-

(b)

I
Fig. 4 Triple-Regge pole graphs for the fragmentation processes

(a) p 5 z+ a n d ( b ) K~ P E+
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Since the variable v/s becomes negative for small |t| and small s ,

which is unacceptable in (3), we add a constant

v/s -> v/s + 0.03 (4)

in order to make all v/s > 0. The influence of this constant on the

final results will be incorporated in the errors. Discussions of the

validity of eq. 3 and the use of the variable as defined in (4) in a

comparable situation are given in ref. [1] and [6].

The corresponding equation for beam fragmentation reads

2 a (0)-l a_(0)-2a(u)
a ° = f(s,v/s,u) ~ s fc (v/s) h (4a)du d(v/s)

where ap(0) is the intercept of the effective trajectory coupling to

the lower vertex of fig. 4b. Eq. 4 will be replaced by v/s •* v/s + 0.10.

In principle the distributions in v/s have to be fitted at different

values of t by a power law (v/s) to obtain values for

a(t). (a(t) = o,.(0) - 2a(t)). To cope with the resonance structure in

the missing-mass spectrum we fitted, as suggested by Chan Hong-Mo et al.

[7], the first moment integrals:

X
I(X,t) = J v/s f (s,v/s,t) d v/s (5)

0

The values of a(t) obtained in these fits are given in Table II for ten

different values of t (or u). The influence of the choice of upper

limit X on the results for a(t) (or a(u)) has been incorporated in the

errors on a.

4.4 Target fragmentation

In order to obtain values for a(t), we need information on

One expects a..(0) to be the intercept of the exchange degen

trajectory [3], as was the case with target fragmentation into A [l].
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Equation 3 shows that 0^(0) can be determined experimentally from data

at different c m . energies. At fixed values of v/s and t, the ratio of

the differential cross sections at two values of s is equal to

(s /s ) . Since v/s ~ s /s ~ (1-x) one can use the inclusive

do/dx distributions of I* for -0.8 < x < -0.5 at 14.3 GeV [5] and

4.2 GeV/c to measure OwCO). We arrive at a value of 0^(0) = 0.04 + 0.05,

which is quite consistent with the value aM(0) = 0.05 + 0.06 of ref.

[1]. For the sake of comparison we use the latter value and determine

the values of a(tj ?iven in Table II and fig. 5.

Interval in
t (or u)
(GeV2)

-1.0

-0.9

-0.8

-0.7

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0. 1

-0.9

-0.8

-0.7

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0. 1

0 . 0

a(t)

1.99 +

1.77 +

1.65 +

1.21 +

1.09 +

0.99 +

0.67 +

0.21 +

0. 11 +

-0.09 +

.12

. 1 0

.10

.15

.12

.12

.11

.13

.31

.37

a(t)

- .97 +

- .36 +

- .80 +

- .58 +

- .52 +

-.47 +

-.31 +

- .08 +

- .03 +

0.07 +

.07

.06

.06

.08

.07

.07

.06

.07

.16

.19

a(u)

2.38 +

2.22 +

2.08 +

1.94 +

1.58 +

1.56 +

1.30 +

0.70 +

0.50 +

0.28 +

. 08

.08

. 0 8

.10

. 12

.12

.12

.19

.25

.32

Table 2 Values of the slope parameters a(t) and a(u) obtained by

fitting eq. (5) to the experimental data. The effective

trajectory a(t) is computed using a(t) = (0.05 + 0.06) - 2ot(t).
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_2
In fig. 5 straight trajectories with slope 1 GeV are drawn through

2 2
the points a(nu,) = 0 and a(nL,,OQn.) = 1 to guide the eye. A fit to the

points gives the following parametrization of the effective trajectory:

a(t) = (0.13 + 0.04) + (1.19 + 0.07) t

-05-

-10 -05

t . (GeV)2

-1.0

0.0

-0.5

-10

-

-

/
/

A

y

• z

V

f

* /_

| ;
1 / •

y -

-

-0.5

u . (GeV)2
0.0

1
i
I
1
I
I
1
1
I
1
1

K "*"
Fig. 5 (left) The effective trajectory for the reaction p ->• Z with

-2
0.(0) = 0.05. Straight trajectories with slope 1 GeV are

drawn through the points H(HL) = 0 and a(mg.___.) = 1 to

guide the eye.

Fig. 6 (right) The measured points a(u) = -{ a(u). The drawn line

is the A-trajectory a(u) = 0.15 + 0.9 u, the dashed line

is the lowered trajectory a(u) = -0.35 + 0.9 u.
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Tbe measured points lie between the K and K(890) trajectories, as was
2

also found in target fragmentation into A [l]. At t values > - 0.3 GeV

we notice a tendency for a larger contribution of K(890) exchange in

the case of target fragmentation into £ . The same effect is observed

in a study of exclusive (quasi) twobody processes [8]. A dual analysis

also shows a K(890) contribution at least as great as K exchange, both

in fragmentations into A ana into £ [9].

The similarity of the results of this analysis and the corresponding

analysis of p -*• A fragmentation is the more remarkable, as the missing

mass spectra of the two reactions are quite different, due to the

pronounced resonances in the A reaction.

4.5 Beam fragmentation

In this section we apply the triple-Regge formalism to the case of

beam fragmentation, although the validity of this procedure is more

questionable in the case of the light K fragmenting into

In this case a_(0) of the formula (3a) stands for the intercept of the

effective trajectory in the forward scattering amplitude for

A p •+ A p. This effective trajectory may contain contributions of

poraeron, meson and exotic exchanges.

Due to the limited statistics (particularly at 14.3 GeV/c) and the

strong x-dependence of da/dx it is impossible to extract a realistic

estimate of aE(0) via the technique adepted for a (0) in the previous

section. Without knowing the value of a_(0) the results on a(u)
hi

obtained from our data (given in Table II and fig. 6) are more difficult

to interpret. They may be parametrized by the expression:

~ a(u) = a(u) - | aE(0) = -(0.23 + 0.05) + (1.04 + 0.07) u

_2
The slope (1.04 + 0.07) GeV agrees with the values of slopes usually

— 2
attributed to Regge trajectories: 0.9 - 1.0 GeV
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I
If one wants a(u) to coincide with the A-trajectory a.(u) = 0.15 + 0.9u,

one has to substitute a
E(°) ~

 0-8- This rather high value of aE(0) I

would imply that pomeron exchange is the dominant mechanism in forward

elastic Ap scattering at low energy. This result is not only at I

variance with theoretical ideas [10] on antibaryon-baryon scattering,

but also with our results on virtual antibaryon scattering obtained in •

the analysis of inclusive A [l] and ~ [11] production. The corresponding I

values of ctp(O) obtained here, were (0.20 + 0.07) for pp and

(-0.9 + 0.3) for Yp scattering. (

This is not the only instance where A exchange gives difficulties in

Regge models. Cha" et al. [12] noted some time ago, that experimental I

evidence in exclusive reactions seems to indicate an anomalous suppres-

sion of the A-trajectory. To account for this effect thev proposed 1

lowering the exchanged A-trajectory by 0.5. A similar shift in our case

would yield a value of ap(0) = -0.2 +0.1 in better agreement with our I

data on beam fragmentation into A and E . In the exclusive reactions I

K~p + E+iT [13] and K~p -* E+(1385)7T~ [14] in our experiment the u-

dependence of the backward production does not show the expected charac- |

teristics of A-exchange either.

In conclusion we note that a triple-Regge model applied to 4.2 GeV/c j

k p inclusive reactions works well in the case of target fragmentation

of p into A and £ and beam fragmentation of K into A, but not into 1

£ . We attribute this failure to the pecuiarities of A-exchange.
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Abstract

« - — +
Cross sections of the inclusive reactions K p •+ AX and K p -* Z X in the

region of target fragmentation are analyzed. A model is adopted which

is based on exchange of K and K* Regge trajectories and on a dual de-

scription of the reggeon-particle scattering involved in both reactions.

ja It is shown that the model provides a detailed description of the data

™ cf a high statistics experiment at 4.2 GeV/c incident momentum.

1 Missing-mass distributions with a pronounced resonance structure, for

various ranges of x = P */p* or t , as well as distributions in x

and p_, are reproduced by the model. The relative amounts of the K and

I K* exchange contributions to the integrated inclusive cross sections

are evaluated. Implications for coupling strengths and reggeon-particle

9 cross sections are discussed. The value of the SU(3) parameter

F/(D + F) for pseudoscalar coupling is found to be 0.25 + 0.03.

!
The modtl is also capable of predicting the missing-mass spectrum

K~p + AX at 8.25 GeV/c.

I
I

I
I
I
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5.1 Introduction

duality [3].
K K +

In the present paper the target fragmentations p -*- A and p •+• I , which

are closely related processes, are studied in greater detail. The

K
Fig. 1 Mueller diagram for p -*• A at low energies.

I
I
I
1

In a previous paper target and beam fragmentation in the inclusive I

reaction K p -»• AX at 4.2 GeV/c incident momentum (lab) has been analysed

[1] applying a triple-Regge model [2], and making use of semi-local I

I
purpose is to test a dual description against the data from the same _

experiment. These data consist of 47000 A's and 11000 S+Is in the |

fragmentation region. The lambda reaction will be considered first.

The Mueller diagram for p •+ A in the proton fragmentation region [3] is I

indicated in fig. 1. In the fragmentation region t is restricted to

values |t[ < 1 (GeV/c) . In ref. I the same t-cut was used; in that I

paper the effective Regge trajectory aD(t) coupling to the pA channel

was shown to be intermediate between the presumably straight K and K* |

trajectories [I]. -»

i
I
I

I

I
t
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The next problem which arises is how to determine their individual

contributions*. In this paper a description of the complete inclusive
2

distribution function — ~ — in the fragmentation region is envisaged,
dM dt

by means of which these contributions, together with other parameters,

can be found.

This program can not be carried out within the framework of the triple-

Regge model combined with semi-local duality. The reason is, loosely

speaking, that by smearing out all resonances in the missing-mass

channel, vital information gets lost. A first hint in this direction is

obtained by considering the effective trajectory a (t 1), which couples

to the KK channel in fig. 1. In the analysis of ref. 1 this trajectory

had an intercept ot_,(O) fa 0. This value is consistent with E being the

ip meson, as had been anticipated [4]. Resonances, convincingly present

at low masses M < 1 GeV, as shown in fig. 5, are considered to be dual

to the ip meson [4]. However on account of crossing symmetry, quark

diagrams for 'K 'K and 'K* 'K scattering also necessarily imply the

exchange of higher meson trajectories in the KK channel, dual to ip in

the M channel. In fact the ip meson is observed in the M^ spectrum in

fig. 5. These contributions were not properly contained in the analysis

of ref. 1, although they were taken into account in the first moment

sum rule**.

A second comment concerns the background. Although background in the

K^ spectrum is not very prominent for M < 1 GeV, fig. 5 suggests that

high-mass resonances are superposed on a non-resonant background when

M > I GeV. It is assumed that any such background is due to diffractive

reggeon-particle scattering. Evidence sustaining the hypothesis that a

diffractive term contributes to (quasi) elastic hadronic reactions in

the few-GeV region has been obtained earlier [5]. A striking result of

the present work is that in assuming such a term to be constant, the

*The target protons being unpolarised, the hyperon polarisation does
not allow for a separation of natural and unnatural spin-parity
exchange.

**It had been verified that a small change in a_(0) by ~ 0.2 does not
significantly affect the result for ot_(t) [l].

R
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only the highest allowed trajectories, i.e. K(490) and K*(890), need

to be taken into account. For p •+• £ the same considerations apply.

A vertex pYR gives rise to a residue factor YDV; the reggeon further

yields a factor (—r) R ". and the RK scattering involved can be
s

I
I
Ibackground behaves in precisely the manner outlined above. It will be

shown that this background is actually required if agreement with the 1

experimental data is to be obtained.

In order to deal with these contributions in a more satisfactory way, -m

2 - I

all relevant M —channel resonances and KK—channel exchanges have to be M

taken into account explicitly. The success of semi-local duality,

obtained by means of a first moment sum rule [I], implies that duality J

may well be valid for RK scattering. Thus by introducing a dual ampli-

tude for reggeon-particle scattering, as well as a diffractive term, I

all relevant terms may be taken into account, keeping the number of

adjustable parameters as low as possible. 1

The main assumptions are summarized as follows:
a. Target fragmentation p •* A at a momentum of 4.2 GeV/c can be 1

a&sociated with the diagram in fig. 1. For the exchanged reggeon R

I
"S D ^ ^ » .-..-. J *-Vin DU" nnn+-*-.iv!.-.n -I «i*nl . . n J n n n ' U n •

I
described by a suitably defined four-point function T (s',t',t).

b. The inclusive distribution function can be obtained by taking the

imaginary part of the forward RK scattering amplitude, Im TD(s',0,t),

1
multiplied by factors as mentioned in a and kinematical factors. I
Cross terms, for which R j6 R1 , can be neglected [3].

c. Two-component duality [6] applies to reggeon—particle scattering. I

The non-diffractive term can be approximately unitarized by taking

into account the finite resonance widths [7], [5]. The forward "•

diffractive term is constant in s'.

These assumptions are to a large extent similar to the ones underlying I

triple-Regge analysis. The main difference lies in the treatment of the

reggeon-particle amplitude T , which in the present case explicitly I
7 R 1

reproduces M"-channel resonances. Since Im T enters linearly into the
K

inclusive distribution, these resonances cannot be involved in inter- K

ference (assumption b). •

Anticipating the results, the following improvements will be obtained I
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in comparison with the triple-Regge analysis of ref. 1:

a. All conspicuous resonance peaks in the missing mass distribution are

accounted for. Simultaneously the shape of this distribution at

higher masses is correctly described.

b. The t dependence of the inclusive distribution function is reasonably

described for the t values considered (|t| < 1 (GeV/c) ).

c. The individual contributions of K and K* exchange to the integrated

inclusive cross section are determined. Moreover the decomposition

of each contribution into parts corresponding to dual and diffractive

reggeon-particle scattering is determined.

d. The model offers the possibility of describing the E reactions

using the parameter values obtained from the analysis of the A

reaction.

I In sect. 2 the sample is discussed and a few remarks are made about

kinematics. A two-component dual Regge formula is established in sect.

1 3. Th_ complex Regge trajectories employed in the calculations are

given in sect. 4. The comparison with the experimental data for p -*• A
K~ +

I is discussed in sect. 5. The reaction p -* £ is treated in a similar

way, without introducing new parameters, in sect. 6. In sect. 7 the

model used is further discussed. Conclusions follow in sect. 8.

5.2 Samvle and kinematics

a. Sample

The data come from exposures of the CERN 2 m. HBC to the electro-

statically mass separated M6 beam of negative kaons with 4.2 GeV/c

momentum. The present sample is from 1500000 pictures, corresponding

to 54 events/ub in the fiducial volume used for this sample. The data

have been collected using the standard methods of bubble chamber

analysis.

Besides K p •*• AX, other reactions which contribute to the sample for

p - A are: K~p •+ £°X and K~p -> Y*X.
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Only fitted events with a Z have been identified. These have been

I
I
I

eliminated. Moreover, we estimate that 25% of our no fit events are •

due to Z production and correct for this in an average sense, by

taking 75% of the cross section for the no fit channels.

As for resonances decaying into a lambda, only the Y * (1385) was

observed to hava a signal to background ratio > 1 in the inclusive ATT

channels. This resonance was removed from the sample by taking away |£

all events with a ATI mass contained in the interval 1.36 - 1 .42 GeV/c .

After this cut the sample consisted of 129085 events, of which 46771 H

fall in the region |t| < 1 (GeV/c) . Correcting for A decays outside

I

the fiducial volume and for unfitted Z contaminations, these numbers II

become 114Q45 and 41115 respectively, corresponding to cross sections

for lambda production of 3.3 + 0.2 mb and 1.25 + 0.10 mb respectively. «

The error indicated takes into account systematic errors due to the (I

uncertainty in Z removal and Y* elimination.

Experimentally, the Z sample is more difficult to define properly than £

the A sample, because of the well known difficulties concerning ambi-

guities and decay. We used only Z events with decay mode Z •* it n. H

Events which gave rise to two kinematically different solutions for

the Z decay were taken twice, each solution with a weight factor of ID

ill
0.5*. Besides correcting for decays outside the fiducial volume, we *•

corrected for losses due to small decay angle by a geometrical weight

factor described in detail in ref. 8. The sample consisted of 30392

events, of which 111 11 events had |t| < I (GeV/c)". The weighted

numbers are 32417 and 13187 respectively, corresponding to cross sec- |

tions of 1.2 + 0.1 mb and 0.51 + 0.10 mb respectively.

Two remarks concerning the sample remain to be made. Since the two- B
o + —

body final states ATT and Z IT fall outside the scope of our model,

normalisations will be done on samples that do not contain these final H

states. Since ZTT° constitutes only a small fraction of the total A *

cross section, whereas the contribution of Z TT is considerably larger,

1

I
*We checked that this procedure did not introduce biases. If one takes m
always the solution with the lowest Z + momentum (or always with the J
highest Z momentum) no significant changes in our experimental
distributions are observed. ,_

i
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the cross sections used for normalisations are 1.19 + 0.10 mb and

0.40 + 0.10 mb for the A and E fragmentation samples defined above.

Secondly we remark that the mass system X recoiling against the A or

the E contains both pions and kaons, contrary to the sample defined in

ref. 1 where events with kaons were removed.

B b. Kinematics

Referring to fig. 1, the invariants are defined:

I
I
I

1
I
1

s = (p + K ) 2 s1 = (K + R ) 2 = M2

t = (p - A ) 2 t' = (R1 - R ) 2

u = (K - A ) 2 u1 = (R1 - K ) 2

Here particle symbols stand for four momenta of the corresponding

particles. According to Mueller's generalized optical theorem the value

of t' is fixed at t' = 0.•

• The K p cms momentum will be called k, and the RK cms momentum k' .

s The Feynman variables are as usual;

9

a
 X = PL/Pmax a n d PT' w i t h PA = PL + PT

In eq. (2) all momenta are defined in the K p cms, the longitudinal

direction is taken positive in the direction of the target proton
•*• 2

monenlun! k. The maximum value p of p, is obtained with s' = m , m
max A TT n

being the pion mass.

A scatter plot of M"vs. t for the A sample is shown in fig. 2, where

curves with x = constant and p_, = constant are indicated by solid lines.

One observes a preference for small transverse momenta, p T < U.6GeV/c on

the entire plot. Only the events contained in the region |t| < I

(GeV/c)2

x > 0.2.

(GeV/c) are considered in this analysis. For this sample clearly

1/2.
The curves x = constant are parallel straight lines of slope -E s

2 2 1/2 p

with E = (m + k ) , having intercepts at s'=0 which are linear in
P 2 2 -1/2 n

1 X : «V=0 = mp + mA " s ( s + mA ) Ep + 2xp
max

pp- T h e C u r v e s ?T =

• constant are segments of hyperbolic curves with common asymptotes.

I
I
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CD
CD

Xr-.2

^ [GeV/c2:

Fig. 2 Scatter diagram of M versus t for the reaction K p •* AX.

For clarity only 4000 events are plotted. Curves of constant

x and p shown.
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-1 /2
The asymptotes have slopes -(E + k) s and intersect in the point

2 2 2
A with coordinates s' = s + m. and tA = m + m^. A dilatation from the

2 2 1/2
fixed point A, by a factor m^/m^, with m̂ , = (pT + m^) , takes the

boundary p T = 0 into the curve corresponding to constant transverse

momentum p_.
2

Various distributions in M, x, p,_ and longitudinal rapidity y can be
2

calculated starting from the inclusive distribution d o/ds'dt, if this

is known as a function of s1 and t. Equivalent expressions for distri-

butions in various sets of variables are obtained from this function,

using:

d2a

ds'dt

1

?M

d2a

dMdt

EA

2D k / s

d 2 a

dxdp2

1

2k/s

d 2 a

dy.dt
2

TTE

2k/s

d 3 a

d 3 p

The missing mass distribution is obtained from the second expression

mentioned above, by integration over t. Likewise distributions in x
2

and p_ are obtained by single integration of one of the appropriate

distributions in two variables. The inclusive cross section in the

region of target fragmentation was evaluated from the fourth expression:

d2 , 2

Cross checks of the calculations were obtained by using different two-

dimensional distributions to compute the same quantity by appropriate

integration. The regions of integration are determined by kinematics.

In the calculations cuts were applied to t or x, which reduced the

region of integration. In each calculation the integration involved was

performed numerically. We wish to stress the importance of carrying

out these integrations, by means of which phase space limitations are

correctly taken into account. These limitations modify model predic-

tions based on the diagram of fig.I. This holds for a triple-Regge

model, or the dual model considered here. For instance a t-integrated

M distribution is then forced to decrease rapidly when M approaches

its maximum value, as may be seen from fig. 2. However, the unmodified
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model prediction leads to a rising M distribution up to the edge of

phase space*. One cannot judge the validity of a model at high M values

if such phase space limitations are neglected.

5.3 A dual normal Regge Formula

When discussing target fragmentation, characterized by small |t|
9

(|t| ^ I (GeV/c) ), one usually distinguishes between the following

regions:

2 2
- limiting-fragmentation region; i « M (GeV )

2 2
- tripla-Regge region; 1 << M << s(GeV )

2
- normal-Regge region; M << s,
where the relevant kinematical conditions have been indict .ed.
It has been shown that the triple Regge model of fragmentation still

yields an approximate description of fragmentation when extra-polated
2

to cms energies of a few GeV [3],[l]. Resonances in the M -channel are

accounted for in the sense of semi-local duality. This is confirmed by

the successful application of the triple-Regge formula in finite-mass

sum rules [3].

In view of these results it is natural to explore more directly a dual

description of the reggeon-particle scattering involved. By definition

a dual normal-Regge formula not only satisfies finite-mass sum rules,
2

but it also contains resonances in the M -channel, as stated before.

In addition the fairly unknown triple-Regge coupling is avoided. A

detailed study of the t dependence of the inclusive distribution func-
2

tion for different M values then becomes possible. Finally the s

dependence of this function is predicted. It will be interesting to

verify if the model predicts M -channel resonances to vanish with in-

creasing s at the rate which is observed experimentally.

This approach starts from the following form of the normal Regge formula

*This particular example has been noted before [27].
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for the A reaction:

ds'dt 16k s R

This formula corresponds to the diagram of fig. 1, according to the

assumptions a_ and b̂  mentioned in the introduction. The second assump-

tion is based on Mueller's generalized optical theorem [9].

It should be noted that in eq. (3) and its applications, low energy

kinematics will be used while considering cms energies of a few GeV.

Standard high energy approximations like k = y/s and s' = (l-x)s are

avoided.

The residue factor 'YDA m a v depend on t. It is treated as a constant
RA

here. The justification will come from the comparison with the data.

The same remark applies to the neglect of spin complications in eq.

(3), as well as to a few more assumptions that will be made below.

The Sinn over reggeons R in eq. (3) does not contain cross terms, for

which R ^ R'. These are related to inelastic reggeon-particle scatter-

ing, and expected to be negligible [3]. In contrast to the diagonal

terms of eq. (3) they would depend on th • Regge phase. Since Regge

cuts affect this phase more severely than they effect the Regge predic-

tion of energy dependence [10], which is ill that enters into eq. (3),

it can be expected that this normal-Regge formula is insensitive to

Regge cuts.

The presence of the variable

| (s - u) = s + j (t - s1 - m£ - nip - mj) (4)

instead of s in the last factor of eq. (3) is suggested by the Regge

model of ordinary two-body scattering in the few GeV region [11]. The

lowest value of the quotient -j (s - u)/s' is of the order of two in the

present case. Although this appears to be small, it is known that Regge

analysis leads to sensible results for ordinary scattering in comparable

circumstances [11]. It will be assumed that: using the variable (4), no

events need to be eliminated at the highest missing masses that can be

produced (see fig. 2).
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This yields the familiar triple-Regge formula:

I
1
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It may be pointed out that the variable (4) has a marked influence on

the t dependence of the last factor of eq. (3), in comparison with the I

t dependence of (s/sf) R . The rate of decrease at large |t| values

is reduced. This flattening effect is most pronounced at the highest s' •

values. Anticipating the comparison with the data, it turns out that ••

this last factor largely controls the t dependence of the inclusive dis-

tribution function, jj

The presence of s1 in the denominator of the last factor of eq. (3)

becomes questionable for small s1 (s1 < s ra I GeV ). The results I

reported in the present paper are obtained with s replacing s' in the

mentioned denominator, whenever s' < s^. The value of s^ adopted is I

i
21 GeV . (See sect. 7,4.)

Eq. (3) relates the inclusive distribution to forward reggeon-particle

scattering, M'lich can therefore be studied. Usually one assumes that

reggeon-particle scattering is similar in many respects to ordinary

two-body scattering. For example the total cross section can be \

obtained from:

o'ot (s',t) = ! Im T (s',O,t) (5)
R 2kVs' R .

Expressing the inclusive distribution (3) in terms of these cross

sections, and taking the triple-Regge limit, one obtains from eq. (3) I

(with high energy approximations):

1
i

This expression has been employed by Peccei and Pignotti [2] among

others. The s' dependence of oR at high missing masses is assumed to M

be Regge like [2]:

1

I
i
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I

ds'dt v '

in which the pomeron trajectory has unit intercept.

Dealing with rather low missing masses, a different procedure will be

applied. As for ordinary scattering in a non-exotic channel, dominance

of pomeron exchange (6) can no longer be expected to hold.

Contributions to the amplitude T can be grouped in two terms: a

diffractive and a non-diffractive term. Writing:

T = T° + Tl

R R R

we first consider the diffractive term T_. According to two-component
K

duality [6] eq. (6) may be extrapolated to low s'. The resulting cross

section is indicated by oR. This yields a contribution to Im T in eq.

(3), given by:

Im T° = 2k's'1/2aR (5')

Lacking knowledge of a,,, this quantity is treated as an adjustable

parameter. This is justified partly by the fact that a_ in eq. (6) is

identified with the pomeron trajectory, so that a is a constant with

respect to s'.

The diffractive contribution (51) leads to non-resonant background in

the inclusive distribution. The general behaviour of this background

can be predicted in a qualitative way. Since Im TD rises with increas-
K

I
ing s', and since the corresponding rise of the distribution (3) is

I enhanced if cR(t) < 0, it follows that this rise is most pronounced for

the lowest lying Regge trajectory a,,(t), and for each trajectory

• individually if |t| is large. The t-dependence of k' in eq. (51) has a

similar effect. Thus for a constant diffractive part of the RK total

m cross section one expects an s' dependent background in the missing-mass

1 spectruiu, which rises with s' (see fig. 3). The rise is most pronounced

for the largest |t| values. This prediction will be compared with the

I data, using the model prediction for the non-diftractive contribution.
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0.6

0.5

i 0.4

$
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E
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1 - K exchange
2-K*exchange
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M M A . (GeV/c2)

Fig. 3 Contributions to the MM. spectrum due to the

diffractive parts of KK and K*K scattering.

The values used for an are given in table I.
K
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This contribution is discussed next.
1 . .

The non-diftractive amplitude T which will be applied is a Veneziano
R

amplitude [12]. Inserting complex Regge trajectories in the s' channel,

making use of known resonance widths, the resulting amplitude T is

expected to satisfy approximately unitarity according to DiGiacomo et
l

al. [7]. This is a necessary condition for the use of T in eq. (3).

The resonance poles of TD yield resonance peaks in the missing-mass

spectrum. As a result this four-point function allows for a close de-

scription of the data under consideration. It contains several free

coupling constants corresponding to various Regge trajectories coupling

in the s1 and t1 channel of RK elastic scattering. A consistency check

is provided by the reaction p -+ E , where no freedom will be left for

adjusting these coupling constants once they have been determined for

_. the reaction p -»• A.

| The behaviour of the Veneziano amplitude under a change of the energy-

momentum of one of the scattering particles, such that it is taken off

8

• its mass shell, is of importance here. Since this amplitude does not

depend on particle masses, at most the coupling constant in front may

8 change [13]. In the present analysis it is assumed that such t depend-

ence of the coupling constants can be neglected.
1 K

ij The Veneziano amplitudes T to be considered for the reaction p -»• A

sS describe K K and K* K elastic scattering. The u' channel is exotic,

so that only (s',t') terms need to be taken into account.

g In the case R = K the highest allowed Regge trajectories are the p, u
and dually the ip trajectory. Symmetry of the amplitude in the variables

m
I s1 and t1 leads to the expression [14]:
B

I

T^+ ( s \ f ) = ^ { p t p

+ Br{ws ' - t f ) + Vs ' ' t ( )}
The Veneziano functions V are defined by:

f r(A (')

3b l
A a ( s I ) -

a T(A ( s 1 )
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The arguments of the gamma functions are related to Regge trajectory

functions a by:

Vs'> = Ja- aa ( s I )

(9)

V' 1' = J
b -

a b ( t I )

J (J, ) is the lowest resonance spin on a (a, ).
a b a b

The trajectories used are given in section 4.

The Regge trajectories in eq. (7) are exchange degenerate. One has

p - A , to - f and ip - f degenerate pairs. The amplitude contains all

corresponding resonance poles, and recurrences thereof. Eq. (7)

provides a two-parameter description of a considerable number of reso-

nant states in the missing-mass channel. Their relative weights are

mostly fixed by the Veneziano function V. In this sense eq. (7) provides

an attractive alternative to the more usual procedure of fitting the

resonance peaks that are observed with Breit-Wigner distributions, as

indicated by J.Wang and L.Wang [2], In fact most recurrences would

remain unfitted with such a procedure, and the higher-mass part of the

M spectrum would be entirely interpreted as background. Since moreover

su'jli background no longer admits a parametrisation with constant a in

eq. (5'), as a function of s', the Veneziano amplitude (7) indeed seems

preferable. It should be noted that the problem of diffractively

produced resonances does not arise here.

In contrast with ref. 14 the pip and unp terms in eq. (7) have been kept

separate. The reason is that the functions V and V will be different

due to the large difference in widths of p and to, even when the real

parts of the trajectories a and a are exchange degenerate.
P (jj

Eq. (7) is looked upon as a compromise between the prediction of duality

in the narrow-width approximation [14] and the requirement of unitarity.

In the case R = K* the dual amplitude is taken in a form similar to eq.

(7), with two differences:

Pseudoscalar trajectories also couple in the s' channel and there is no

s' - t' symmetry. The form adopted reads:
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1
I
I

I

I

?

All functions V are defined as in eqs. (8) and (9). The following

comments are made:

a. Compared to eq. (7) the amplitude (10) has a more approximate

character. On account of the K* spin four amplitudes would be needed,

which have been replaced by one effective amplitude. Also, pseudo-

scalar exchanges do not fit in a dual scheme as well as vector

exchanges do [15].

b. Among the merits of T A as given by eq. (10), we note that this

amplitude conains all resonances observed in the missing mass

1 channel; it has the correct Regge behaviour as has eq. (7); and it

easily accounts for (p (luminance in the t1 channel for low masses M.

• The dual normal Regge formula used in the calculations follows by

9
substitution of

9 into eq. (3), making use of eqs. (5'), (7) and (10). With the assump-

tions made, it allows for an explicit calculation of the s1 and t

dependence of the inclusive distribution functior. As explained, the

adjustable parameters are o_ and B .
K R

9 5.4. The Regge trajectory functions

I All trajectories are taken in the form:
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a(t) = a + 0.9 t

a(s') = a + a's' + i Im u(s')

Only the values of these functions in limited t and s1 ranges enter

into the calculations. In order to get the most prominent missing-mass

resonances at the right positions, the s1 channel trajectories should

pass through the leading resonance poles. Using the table of the

Particle Data Group [16], we have:

a K (t) = -0.15 + 0.9 t

a,,.(t) = 0.35 + 0.9 t

The real parts in the resonance region are given by:

-0.018 + 0.88 s'

-0.22 + 0.74 s1

-0.82 + 0.9 s'

The values of the imaginary parts of these trajectories at the reso-

nance masses are determined from the corresponding resonance widths

[16], using:

Im a(s') = a'/s1 7a(s') (12)

The function y (s') interpolates between these widths. A convenient

choice for Im a(s') consists of the ladder functions displayed in

fig. 4, as described in Tenner et al. [5]. The widths of the narrow

resonances w, ip, n and X are below the missing-mass resolution. An

apparent width equal to this resolution has been assigned to these

resonances. This corresponds to ths dashed parts of the curves in fig.

4.

It has been verified that the results of the model calculations are

sensitive mainly to the width of the leading resonance on each

trajectory. The results do not depend critically on the widths of the

higher resonance poles. This is due to the behaviour of the gamma

a
a

a)
a

= 0.
= 0.

= 0.

50 -
41 -

1 7 •

v 0
^ 0

i- 0

.86

.97

.80

s 1

s 1

s '

°ST
a
na..
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U)(781)

U(I66O)
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X(960)
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I I I I I

4 0

M2

2 4
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Fig. 4 Imaginary parts of the Regge trajectories used in this

analysis.
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if

5.5 Comparison with the experimental data on p •+ A

i
function. It varies relatively slowly at distances d from the poles

z = -n, where d decreases like —, as n grows. I
n n. fi

1
I

I

The missing-mass spectrum for the sample with [t| < 1 (GeV/c) as dis- _

cussed in sect. 2, serves for the determination of the values of the §

adjustable parameters.

2 I
In order to obtain the values of the adjustable parameters, a x ~ fit I

2 *

has been applied. For a minimum value of y o n e requires that all first

derivatives be zero. This yields a linear set of 11 equations which 1

should be independent if the parameters are uncorrelated. It appeared

that the set of equations was not independent, giving rise to the

conditions p^ = p and p \f "y&- The first condition is also sug-

gested by the equality of the pA and u)A cross sections [17], the

second condition is plausible on account of the close resemblance of

the p and U) trajectories in the t1 channel. With these conditions the

set of equations could be solved, including a normalisation of the

computations to the cross section of 1 . 19 + 0.10 mb (see sect. 2).

The experimental distribution together with the fit of the model are

displayed in fig. 5. No further normalisation is necessary when we

compare other distributions with the model in this section. Since the

parameters determined in the fitting procedure are essentially, for K

and K* separately, the 8R and ap :r.ult̂ "lied by a common factor 7 R. -

one is free to choose independently the two effective coupling con- f

stants. For reasons that will be discussed in sect. 7 we have used
9 —? n —7

Y ./, = 10.8 GeV and YJL./. =5.4 GeV (13)

and obtained the parameters 3O
 a n ^ O_ given in table I.

K K

I

i
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Fig. 5 Missing mass distribution for t > -I (GeV/c)~ in p •+ A.

The solid curve in this figure and all subsequent figures

represents the fit to the data, described in 'he text.
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In table ii the contributions of the various individual terms to the

integrated cross section of the reaction K p -*• AX with |t| < 1 (GeV/c) •

'dt
ds'dt

are given as computed from equation (3) with the values of the para-

meters of table I.

A conspicuous discrepancy in fig. 5 is the complete absence of the pion

peak in the calculated spectrum. This is easily understood because by

construction the amplitude (10) is real near the pion pole (see fig.4).

The reaction K p + 1 A has for this reason been excluded from our

experimental sample in the normalisation.

In order to test the model the t-range has been subdivided in intervals
2 . . .

of 0.1 (GeV/c) . Again the missing-mass distribution has been calculated

by integrating (3) over t on these subintervals, keeping all parameters

fixed. The experimental distributions, together with the absolute pre-

dictions of the model are shown in fig. 6. The overall agreement is

very good. One observes a discrepancy in the p-u mass region, espe-

cially for the two smallest |t| -bins. Here the prediction is too large

by roughly a factor 2. The flattening of the t distribution near t = 0.0

for the reactions K p -+ Aui and K p -* Ap° at 4.2 GeV/c [17], is not re-

produced. We attribute this to the neglect of spins.
9

Instead of using H~ and t, one may describe the data in terms of the
2

Feynman variables x and p , defined in sect. 2. The experimental distri-

butions and the calculated spectra are shown in figs. 7, 8 and 9.

We want to stress once again the fact that no additional normalisation

has been done on the predictions shown in these figures. In figs. 7 and

9 the reaction K p -+ AIT has not been included in the data.

Fig. 7 shows the distribution in x for our sample with |t| < 1 (GeV/c) .

A small discrepancy is observed around x = 0.83, which is due to the

fact that p-u) production is more peripheral in the model than is ob-

served experimentally. Otherwise the curve and the distribution agree.

Figs. 8a and 8b show the missing-mass distributions of events with

x < 0.5 and 0.5 < x < 1.0 respectively. The totally different features

of these two distributions are well reproduced by the model. Finally
2

fig. 9 shows p_ distributions in various x-regions. Again satisfactory
agreement between experiment and the model is observed.
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TABLE 1

R

K

K*(890)

K

K*(890)

10.

5 .

7 .

4 .

4TT

8

4

6

4

BR

1 .

3 .

1 .

3 .

5

0

5

0

1.

0 .

P

5

6

K~p

1.5

3.6

K~p

-

-

•+ AX

1.5

0 . 6

-

-

6R

-

1.

1.

4>

5

5

3 ^

-

1.04

-

-

BR

-

4 . .7

-

-

°R

7

3

7

3

(mb)

.14

.0

.14

.0

Fitted quantities B and a , in units mb GeV and mb respectively.

Their values depend on the choice of residues for the reaction

K p •* AX as indicated in the second column, in units GeV

For K p •* I X the residue Y ™ is determined by SU(3) and

by normalisation as discussed in sect. 7.



TABLE II

R

K

K*(890)

K

K*(890)

°R

.015

.063

.012

.061

.050

.033

-

-

.01 1

.047

-

-

-~p > AX

.038

.025

r P - z+->

-

-

-

.036

-

.015

-

.013

-

.297

-

-

-

-

o

.331

.233

.163

.150

Contributions to the integrated cross sections, o denotes the
K

contribution from a in the s' channel dual to b exchange in the t'
channel in RK scattering, o denotes the contribution from the

K

diffractive part of RK scattering. All cross sections are given in mb

and correspond to the parameters jiven in table I.
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Fig. 6 a-k Missing mass distributions for different '-intervals: from

-1.0 < t < -0.9 (GeV/c)2 to -0.1 < t < 0.0 (GeV/c)"" in p -* A.
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Fig. 7 2 K
Dis t r i bu t i on of x for t > - 1 . 0 (GeV/c) in p * A.
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Fig. 8 Missing mass d i s t r i b u t i o n in p -* A with t > - I . 0 (GeVc) for two

di f fe ren t x-regions:

a. x < 0.5

b. 0.5 < x < 1.0



2
Fig. 9 Distributions of p T for different x-regions: a) all x, b) x < 0.5

and c) 0.5 < x < 1.0 in p 5 A with t > -1.0 (GeV/c)2.
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A+X at 825GeV/c

3.0

M M A ,CGeV/c2)

Fig. 10 Missing mass distribution for t > -1 (GeV/c) in p •* A at

8.25 GeV/c. The solid curve was calculated using paramters

from the fit to the reaction at 4.2 GeV/c.

Fig. 10 is taken from ref. 18. It shows the missing-mass distribution

in the reaction K p + AX at 8.25 GeV/c and can be compared with fig. 5.

The curve represents the prediction of the model, using the values of

table I and normalizing to the total number of events in fig. 10.

From this figure one may conclude that the s-dependence of resonance

production cross sections is reasonably well described by the model, at

least over the momentum range 4 — 8 GeV/c.
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In the framework of the model, the relative contributions to the

integrated cross section over the kinematical region considered, eval-

uated separately for K exchange and K* exchange can be specified.

The result is given in table II and shows the following contributions:

dual part of K exchange : . 1 1 tnb ( 9%)

diftractive part of K exchange : .33 mb (28%)

dual part of K* exchange : .51 mb (43%)

diftractive part of K* exchange : .23 mb (20%)

Thus the ratio of K* exchange to K exchange is 1.7 : 1 in this t-inter-

val. The total contributions from the diftractive and non-diftractive

terms are about equal in magnitude.

5.6 The reaction p •* E

K +
For the proton fragmentation p •+ I the resonances in the missing-mass

spectrum are less dominant than in the A-reaction. For this reason we

have not made an independent fit with our model to the MM,.+ spectrum

displayed in fig. 11, but rather used the Z data as a check on the

model and on the values of the parameters obtained in the analysis of

the A-reaction.

In the framework of a normal-Regge model the similarity between target

fragmentation into lambda and sigma respectively is evident.

Only the charge of the exchanged reggeon differs, being neutral in the

Z case instead of negative in the A case. This reduces the number of

terms contributing to the dual amplitude considerably. Eqs. (7) and

(10) become in the I case:

= aPV



0.0 0.5

MMr+ , GeV/c
2

2 K +
Fig. i 1 Missing mass distribution for t > -1 (GeV/c) in p -»• E .
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This equation, combined with eq. (51). will be substituted in eq. (3)

to describe the I reaction.

The values of the parameters BjJ , B ^ and B ^ are taken from the

A-reaction (see Table I). The occurence of :he same B,, follows from
is

isospin conservation in KK and K*K scattering [14].

The diftractive contributions T (eq. 5'1 are assumed to be independent

of the charges of the particles involved, i.e. a,,o = 0^+ and O^o = 0 A+

and the 0n are also taken from the A-reaction analysis.

Finally, in order to make a choice for the values of the constants
2

7 v (as will be discussed in sect. 7.2) an SU(3) relation is used to
2 2 2

connect y,,x, to Y,,.. The value of Y»j.v is then fixed by normalization to

the measured integrated cross section o(E ) = 0.4 + 0.1 mb. The values

thus obtained are:

\iU, =7-6 GeV"2 and 4*z'*•« -4-4 GeV"2

With these values of the parameters the model predicts for the MMy+

spectrum the curve drawn in fig. 11. The agreement with the data is

satisfactory when one realises that no new parameters have been intro-

duced. As is the case in the A--reaction, also here the pion peak is not

reproduced by the model.

Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 show various distributions in MMV+, t, x and
2

p_ together with the model predictions. Again no additional normalisa-

tion has been performed. The individual contributions to the integrated

cross-secticns are given in Table II. The result for the relative con-

tributions is summarized as follows:

dual part of K exchange : .01 mb (3%)

diftractive part of K exchange : .16 mb (40%)

dual part of K* exchange : .08 mb (20%)

diftractive part of K* exchange : .15 mb (37%)

Thus the ratio of K* exchange to K exchange is 1.3 : 1 in this t-inter-

val. The ratio of the total contributions from the diftractive and non-

diffractive terms is 3.5 : 1 in this case.
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Fig. 12 a-k Missing mass distributions for different t-intervals: from
9 2 K— +

- 1 . 0 < t < - 0 . 9 (GeV/c) t o - 0 . 1 < t < 0 . 0 (GeV/c) in p •* t .
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Fig. 13 Di s t r i bu t ion of x for t > - 1 . 0 (GeV/c)2 in p 5
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5.7 Comments on the model

The dual normal Regge model and its application, outlined above,

provide an attractive scheme for analysing fragnentation reactions at

moderate incident momenta. The model is able to yield a close descrip-

tion of the full unpolarized inclusive distribution for one particle in

the region of fragmentation of one of the incident particles. Its

advantage over the triple-Regge model is clear, the resonances in the

missing-mass channel being taken into account explicitly. This proper-

ty is not only essential for the description of the data, but also for

the consequences that are implied. These important consequences will be

discussed in the subsections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 below.

Other general features that should be mentioned first are the follow-

ing:

The model allows evaluation of the individual contributions due to

different Regge exchanges (R) once the adjustable parameters have been

determined from the fit to the data. In the reactions studied, natural

and unnatural spin-parity trajectories have thus been separated. Their

ratio varies rapidly as a function of missing mass M and of t (non

shown).

Furthermore the model calculations have been carried out taking phase

spa e constraints into account. These are not negligible, as is shown

by the steep fall of the missing-mass spectra at high masses in figs.

5, 6, 11 and 12. The following discussion also strongly depends on this

feature.

5.7.1 Resonance - Background Separation

The first comment on the present analysis concerns the resonance -

background separation. This separation has been performed for the

reaction p •*• A by adapting the dual reggeon—particle amplitudes (7)

and (10) to the most, clearly observed low-mass resonances, in a missing-

mass region where background is very small. The resulting amplitudes

exhibit higher mass resonances, with definite weights, implicitly
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contained in these amplitudes. Whether or not this property is real-

istic can not be proved in this analysis. Quite remarkably, what comes

out is that the remainder, interpreted as background, can be associated

in a straightforward way with constant cross sections aR as was convinc-

ingly illustrated in sect. 5. As mentioned earlier, the same result can

not be obtained if the alternative procedure is applied of fitting the

most conspicuous missing-mass resonances with Breit-Wigner distribu-

tions, attributing the remainder to "background". Such background

certainly contains high-mass resonances obscuring the relation to

constant terms o .

The background terms are suggestive of diffractive reggeon-particle

scattering due to pomeron exchange. This interpretation allows a

comparison with ordinary total cross sections. It is known that the

cross sections of exotic systems like K p or pp are approximately

constant except at cms momenta below ~ 0.5 GeV/c. In the model no de-

crease of o for small k1 ha- been taken into account. In the missing-

K

mass spectra this would lower the curves at small masses and small |t|,

mainly for the ^-reaction where background is most important (see

Table II). The overall agreement is hardly affected. The assumption

that background in the missing-mass distribution can be related to

diffractive reggeon-particle scattering makes plausible the identities

used in sect. 6: avo = 0,,+ and O...O = OVA+. The values obtained for

these parameters will be discussed in subsect 7.3.

5.7.2 Ratios of the Residue Factors YRY

If the model is more than a fortuitous description of experimental

data, the residue factors YR^ introduced in eq. (3) should be connected

to those used in the Regge analysis of exclusive reactions. The

residues always occur in the products YDVBn and Yr,-.an snd these prod-
Ki K Hi R

ucts are the adjustable parameters of the model. It is thus impossible

to determine the values of the residue factors from the analysis of

one inclusive reaction for instance the A-reaction.

However, the property of factorisation, which is inherent to eq. (3),

implies that for the subsequent analysis of the ^-reaction only two
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2 2
new parameters, yv~ and Y_.., have to be introduced. The Veneziano

coupling constants Bn (appearing in eq. (14)) and the diftractive cross
K

sections a may be taken from the analysis of the A-n;action. Thus the
K

combined analysis of the inclusive A- and E-reactions det rmines the
2 2 2

ratios of the residue factors JYRy/'YRA and not the values of Yoy them-

selves.
2 2

In our procedure of analyzing the data the value of TKy/YK«
 n a s not

been considered as a free parameter. Instead for the K-exchange part

of the A- and E-reactions we have assumed the same SU(3) relation to be

valid for the residue factors as is known to hold for the corresponding

pseudoscalar coupling constants [19]. This relation reads:

2 .2 , .1 - 2f.2

where f = F/(D+F) and the value f = 0.245 is also taken from [19].

Once this value of f is fixed, the K-exchange part of the cross section

of the E—reaction may be derived from the corresponding part of the

A-r^action to be 0.17 mb. As the total cross section o(E ) = 0.4 mb,

the K* exchange part of o(E ) is thus 0.23 mb and the ratio of the K*

residue factors follows:

The two new parameters in the analysis of the E-reaction are thus fixed

by the SU(3) parameter f and the ratio of a(I ) and a(A). The distribu-

tion of MMV+, and the corresponding distributions for subintervals of
2

t, the distributions of x and of p_ for the E-reaction can now be

computed from the model. The agreement between the computed curves and

the experimental data in figs. 1 1 - 1 5 serves as a check on the model,

and on the value of f = 0.245 substituted in the SU(3) relation (16).

The agreement depends in a sensitive way on f, changing f by as little

as 15% and modifying (17) accordingly deteriorates the agreement with

the data visibly. Alternatively one may conclude, that the combined

analysis of the inclusive A- and E-reactions leads to a value

f = 0.25 + 0.03 (18)
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Various attempts to determine f are discussed in ref. 20.

Our result supports the value of f preferred by Pilkuhn et al. [19] and

also the results obtained from various exclusive reactions [21].

However, f = 0.25 + 0.03 is inconsist with the result f = 0.4 [22], a

value also predicted by SU(6) [23].

This determination of f does not depend on the way in which one may

split up the adjustable parameters of the model into the factors y „

and Bn and an. For definiteness such factors have been indicated in
K K

sects. 5 and 6 and table I. Other ways of factorizing, which respect

the normalisation requirements imposed by the measured cross sections,

will not change the calculated spectra or the result for f. The choice

wo have made is discussed next.

2
5.7.3 The values of y and o

KY K

The agreement between the curves compute'1 rfith the model and the

experimental data, as discussed in sects. 5 and 6 confirms that no t

dependent vertex factors are needed in the range |t| < 1. Therefore one

may write:

VKY = GpYK (19)

where G „ are the familiar coupling constants [19]. The SU(3) relations
p IK

for the baryon-baryon-meson coupling constants not only relate the pAK
and pIK coupling constants, but also determine them in terms of the

2 2

well-known value of G ^ / = 14,64. With f = 0.245 one has G «K+/. =

10.8 and G yKo/, = 7.6. Assuming s = 1 GeV in eq. (19) one arrives

at the same values for the corresponding residue factors, and at the

values of fjl* and av given in table I.
ft. iv

As nc experimental data exist on KK scattering, one can only compare the

result oR = 7.1 mb with the value expected for a(KK) at high energy

based on pomeron factorization or the additive quark model:
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These values agree quite well, especially if one considers the large

extrapolation in energy involved.

Thus if use is made of eq. (19/, various K parameters of the model turn

out to possess values which ali agree with what has been found by

completely different methods from two-body reactions.

As concerns our result for f in eq. (18), one notes that besides eq.

(16) the most crucial assumption used is that the A and £ reactions

have the same parameters Bi, and o,,. One may try to relax this

factorization requirement, imposing instead the SU(6) value 0.4 on f.

The result then is that o equals 5 and 43 mb for the A and Z reactions

respectively. This strongly violates charge independence for KK

scattering and illustrates in a dramatic way the incompatibility of

f = 0.4 with the data.

As concerns the K* residues a relation similar to (19) is assumed,

although in this case the effective coupling constant G A is not well

defined. The vector and tensor couplings have been replaced by one
2

effective parameter. Rather arbitrarily we have put G .„.,,/, = 5.4 in
pAK" 411

table I. This, combined with the result (17), leads to the various

K* parameters in table I. The result a,,. = 3 mb is more than a factor

two lower than o , whereas one would expect these two cross sections to

be approximately equtl, for instance according to the additive quark

°K*model [24], Perhaps the given values of £> A and avi! should be scaled up
2

accordingly, so that G .,,./, « 2. Interpreting the K* parameters in
pAK* HIT

this way, plausible values are obtained simultaneously for the residues

and diftractive cross sections.

5.7.4 The Dual RK Amplitudes

In this fourth comment, attention is focussed on the dual reggeon-

particle amplitudes. The results for the Veneziano coupling constants

Sn can not be compared to a theoretical prediction. The only one

available reads:

6pip = B«P = o.| m b G e V
Z (20)
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which follows from SU(3) and the narrow-resonance approximation

Since we have evaluated the dual amplitudes using finite widths, this

prediction can not be utilized. As shown in sect. 5, the data are

consistent with equality of the two constants in question, but their

value cf 1.5 given in table I is considerably larger than in eq. (20).

This may be related to different normalization of the 6-function and

Breit-Wigner distributions.

Due to the assumptions and approximations made, the success of this

analysis does not provide evidence for uniqueness, or even approximate

validity, of the Veneziano model in the simple version used here,

i or instance it has been argued that for Tip and KK* scattering

satellite terms, which we have ignored, must be taken into account

[25]. It is stressed that t' dependence is irrelevant in our analysis,

and at least the forward dual amplitudes as used here have proved

quite useful in parametrizing resonances on given Regge trajectories

for the missing-mass channel.

Another dual approach to inclusive reactions is the more general six-

point function analysis [26], which has led to the prediction of an
2

exponential p_ dependence of the inclusive distribution. Our results

displayed in figs. 9 and 15 agree with this prediction. The stronger
2

than exponential decrease at high p values is caused by phase space.

Our analysis may be considered as ?. Regge limit of that more general

approach. Then it follows that the Regge scale variable s introduced

in sect. 3 should be equal to the reciprocal Regge slope (a1) . The

model calculations are stable against changes of the order of 10% of

the various Regge slopes utilized (see sect. 4). They are insensitive

to the value of s used in eq. (3) for small s' values. An effect in

the calculated missing-mass spectra can be observed if the drastic

change of assuming s = m is made. The low mass resonances are then

.suppressed at higher |t| values in a more rigourous way than observed

experimentally.

A local discrepancy is observed at the highest missing-mass in figs. 5,

6, 8 and 10 for the A reaction, and in some of the figs. 12 for the 2

reaction. The model calculations exceed experimental values.

This may be due to overestimating recurrences or to the neglect of form

factors, or both. No attempt has been made to correct for this small
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effect.

5.8 Conclusions

The results obtained and displayed in figs. 5 - 1 5 corroborate :he

assumptions underlying the present analysis as formulated in the

introduction under a, b and c. Assumption c constitutes a departure

from the more current triple-Regge analysis procedures. Instead of

averaging over the resonance structure, our analysis uses the full

information given by the missing-mass spectrum and the high statistics

of the data.

Physically a picture emerges from the diagram of fig. 1, in which

reggeon-particle scattering behaves to a large extent like ordinary

two-body scattering, where the particle replacing the reggeon has the

quantum numbers of the leading Regge pole. The main difference from

ordinary scattering is that the energy region below threshold can be

explored. In particular resonance formation and the occurrence of

background is common to both. At the same time the exchange in the pY

channel is parametrized as a Regge trajectory, as indicated in eq. (3).

In more detail, we draw the following conclusions, starting with a

kinematical aspect:

a. The low energy parametrization in eq. (3) and the incorporation of

phase space in the calculations based on eq. (3) (sect. 2) prove to

be of great importance. As the overall result for the s, s' and t

dependence of the fragmentation distribution is very satisfactory,

the various approximations made, are justified a posteriori. They

result only in local effects such as the too peripheral production

i.. the p-a) mass region (sect. 5).

K K +

b. For each one of the reactions p -* A and p •* Z , the analysis gives

insight into the role played by the exchange of the K and the K*

trajectories. Both exchanges contribute in agreement with our

previous result [I]. We find that K* exchange is dominant, when

integrated over missing mass. The ratios K* : K for the cross
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sections integrated over M and t are 1.7:1 for the A reaction,

and 1.3 : 1 for the E reaction (sects. 5 and 6).

c. The factorization properties embodied in the diagram of fig. I allow

for the simultaneous treatment of different reactions. The only new

parameters which are introduced when passing from the reaction p •* A
K~ + 2 2

to p -»• Z are the ratios of residues "Vv+n°^YyiR
+-

The value f = 0.25 + 0.03 is found for the SU(3) ratio F/(D+F) for

pseudoscalar meson-baryon coupling constants. A new method to

evaluate this ratio is established in this way.

d. The result obtained for the SU(3) parameter f and the individual
2

values obtained for the coupling constants G „„ and the KK cross
piK

s e c t i o n s a , a r e c o n s i s t e n t w i t h p r e s e n t knowledge ( s e c t . 7 ) . S ince
K

these parameters are of a different nature, it seems unlikely that a

pure coincidence is involved here. We rather infer that this analysis

does reproduce results obtained from exclusive analyses by completely

different methods, and therefore has physical significance beyond

that of a fortuitous description of data. It establishes contact at

a quantitative level between the analyses of exclusive and inclusive

reactions.

e. The dual forward elastic reggeon-particle amplitude, based on the

Veneziano model, provides a parametrization of the missing-mass

resonances and their recurrences in the missing mass spectrum

(sect. 7). This amplitude succeeds in a consistent description of

fragmentation reactions at low energies.
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Chapter 6

TARGET AND BEAM FRAGMENTATION INTO A AND TOTAL TWO-BODY CROSS SECTIONS

In a contribution to the Third European Symposium on Antinucleon-

Nucleon Interactions [1] we have presented a study on the total cross
+ - ft+ -

section for K K , K K and pp scattering. This study was based on the

dual model, described in the preceding chapter. In the present chapter

we describe the results obtained for the total cross sections mentioned

above.

6.1 Total cress section for K K and K K scattering

In the dual analysis described in the preceding chapter a scattering

amplitude was constructed which consisted of two parts, a non-diffract-

ive and a diffractive term:

T R = T R + T R ( 1 )

(see chapter 5, § 3). As was shown, this elastic scattering amplitude

can be related to the total cross section of Reggeon-kaon scattering

via the optical theorem:

or, making use of eq. (1)

TR ( S' ' 0 ) t )

where
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+ *+
R = K or K

k' = momentum of K in the RK centre of mass system

oD = diffractive component of the RK cross section
K

T'(s',t',t) = dual elastic RK~ amplitude. In eq. (3) t' = 0 and

the t-dependence can be ignored (chapter 5)

s' = (p + p.,- - p.) = MM.
p K. A 1\

t' = four momentum transfer squared between incoming and outgoing

K . (See also chapter 5, fig. 1)

For R = K the amplitude T + was found to be of the form:
K

and

o + = 7.1A mb
K.

The functions V(s',t') are the Veneziano functions described in the

previous chapter. The Regge trajectories inserted in the s' and t'

channel are indicated by the first and second indices respectively.

*+
For R = K the result was:

T ' * + ( s ' , t ' ) = 3 . 0 V + 0 . 6 V + 3 . 6 V + 0 . 6 V
K P i p ipo coip ipto

+ 1.5 V + 1.04 V + 4.17 Vv (5)
mp n<£ Xip '

a,.*+ = 3.0 mb
K
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The imaginary part of the forward dual K K amplitude (4) is shown in

fig. la as a function of the centre of mass energy.

One observes resonance structure as present in the inclusive distribu-

tion (chapter 5, fig. 5 ) , with a rather strong tp peak. Note that 1m T..+
+ -

continues smoothly through the K K threshold.
+ —

The total K K cross section as obtained from eqs. (3) and (4) is dis-

played in fig. 2a. The result shows a rapid decrease by one order of

magnitude in the 1 to 1.5 GeV region, and an almost constant cross

section beyond 4 GeV.
tot

Fig. lb shows the result for 1m T *+, and 0,,*+ is displayed in fig.
2b. These curves correspond to eq. (5). The most striking difference

tot
with 0,,+ is the less rapid decrease from threshold. This is attributed

to the absence of a narrow resonance at threshold and to the additional

terms in the amplitude.

Present knowledge of KK data [2] does not allow to compare our predic-

tions with measured data. Therefore we show in fig. 2c the total K p

cross section in order to illustrate that the general features of

the calculated curves in figs. 2a and 2b are reminiscent of known

hadronic cross sections [3].

Thus this analysis allows to study total cross sections for inter-
+ — £+ —

actions like K K and K K , which are not easily accessible by

other means. It is a first example that the analysis of inclusive

reactions along the lines of the preceding chapter, using high statis-

tics data at one relatively low momentum, can be used to obtain pre-

dictions for total cross sections up to high momenta.

— P —
6.2 Beam fragmentation K •* A and the total pp cro.ss section

An analysis of beam fragmentation into A alng the same lines ac in

the previous case would give a prediction of the pp total cross

section. Since this is a well measured quantity, it would provide

a way to compare the predictions of the dual model with experimental

data. Although in this respect beam fragmentation seems more attrac-

tive than target fragmentation there are serious difficulties in

other respects. It is known that a dual description of pp scattering
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is more speculative that that of meson-meson scattering not only

because of spin complications, but especially because of the ex-

change of exotic states. Despite these difficulties a simplified model

will be used in an attempt to describe the data, ignoring spins and

introducing an effective exotic Regge trajectory. In the following

part we will fist give a short description of a dual analysis of the

beam fragmentation K ->• A. More details can be found in ref. 1.

Finally, as an application we will discuss the prj total cross section.

Fig. 3 Diagram for beam fragmentation in K p -* AX with p exchange.

As was shown in ref. 4, fragmentation of K into A is consistent

with the exchange of p in the u-channel (fig. 3). In order to construct

an amplitude for pp scattering analogous to eqs. (4) and (j) we must

choose the appropriate Regge-trajectories to be inserted into the

Veneziano amplitudes. In the case of pp scattering one encounters
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the problem of s' channel resonances dual to exotic exchange in the t 1

channel [5] and the introduction of at least one exotic Regge-trajec-

tory is thus unavoidable.

Little information is available about the appropriate intercept.

The triple Regge analysis of refs. 4 and 5 led to values of the inter-

cept ranging from -1.5 to +0.2. The value last mentioned is an upper

limit since ordinary meson exchanges dual to exotic s' channel effects

dominate over exotic exchange at the higher missing masses considered.

Therefore an educated guess for the intercept is — 1 . The exotic tra-
-2

jectory will be given a normal slope, 0.9 GeV , and the absence of

exotic resonance Deaks apparent in the missing mass distribution puts
2

a lower limit on their widths of about 400 HeV/c .

Inspection of the experimental missing mass spectrum, shown in fig. 4 ,

shows that a minimal set of trajectories t.o be inserted in the ampli-

tude is given by the TT, p and U) trajectories. These are all assumed to

be dual to an exotic trajectory a . There is no reason to expect that

only one such a trajectory a,, exists, but here they are represented by

one effective trajectory. This leads to the following choice of the

non-diftractive part of the amplitude for pp scattering in fig. 3:

T - ' ( s ' , f ) = e ^ + vEn) + sp(vpE + vE p ) + fyv u E + v E j (6)

The Veneziano functions V ( s ' , t ' ) are defined as follows:

, t ' ) for b = I or E(• B ( s ' , t ' )

*• C ( s ' , t ' )

B ( s ' , t ' ) = r ( A a ( S ' ) ) r ( A b ( t ' ) )

C ( s \ t ' ) = ( 1 - A a ( s ' ) - A b ( t ' ) ) B ( s ' , t ' )

A ( s ' . t 1 ) = J - a ( s 1 )
ci da

A b ( s ' , f ) =
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Fig. 4 Missing-mass distribution in K •+ A for u > -0.8(GeV/c) .

The solid curve shows the f i t as described in the text.
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0 for a(b) = it or E
J

( ' l 1 for a(b) = p or 0) (7)•{

The trajectories o^, a and a are taken from chapter 5. They are

complex in the resonance region, a is real ac the pion pole however.

Therefore the production of the pion itself is excluded from this

analysis. The exotic trajectory a is assumed to be given by

ctc(s
f) = -1.0 + 0.9sf + i Im cu(s')

aE(t') = -1.0 + 0.9t'

(8)

Its imaginary part is parametrized in the same way as the ordinary

trajectories in chapter 5, but with larger step heights, as shown in

fig. 5. It has been verified that the results of the analysis do not

depend on the precise value of these heights, as long as they are

large.

Combining eqs. (6), (7) and (8) we arrive at an expression for the
2

inclusive distribution d o/ds'du analogous to eq. (3) of chapter 5

with the same definition of the variables:

2 2 1.5u

^ 2 L I E L ! T ± ( s \ 0 ) + 2 k V s ' o - )
P Pds'du 16k s

. I E L ! . (Im T(s\0)+2kVso
s 4TT

 P P

2a-(u)
P

(
P (9)

The diffractive part of the pp elastic scattering amplitude is repre-

sented by the term 2k'/s'a- in eq. (9). We identify the Regge residue

corresponding to the pAK vertices in fig. 3 with the coupling constant

- 2 ^ . = 10.8 (10)
4TT

The adjustable parameters, three B's and O-, are determined by a X

fit of eq. (9) to the missing mass spectrum shown in fig. 4. The over-

all normalization is fixed by the experimental value of the inclusive
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Fig. 5 Real and imaginary part of the exotic Regge trajectory used

in the model of section 2.

cross section. Because of the difference in mass of the particles,

the fragmentation region in the case of beam fragmentation is

restricted to smaller values of four momentum transfer than in the

case of target fragmentation.

Empirically it appeared that a good fit to the data could be acquired

for u > -0.8 (GeV/c)2.
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The selection of events has been carried out using the sane selection

criteria as in chapter 5. This resulted in 13298 events with
2

u > -0.8 (GeV/c) , corresponding to the cross section

o(K~ •*• A) = 0.35 + 0.02 mb*) (II)

The values of the fitted parameters and the contributions of the various

terms in the scattering amplitude (eq. 6) to the inclusive cross section

(II) are given in table I. The solid curve in fig. 4 is the result of

the calculation using these parameters.

TTE ETT pE Ep wE Eai o-(mb)
P

6, a-

°(mb)

1.7

.001

1.7

.021

1.7

.012

1.7

.014

1.7

.011

1.7

.012

35+3

.280

9
Table I Fitted quantities 6 and a- in units mb GeV" and mb respective-

ly, and contributions to the integrated cross section.

a denotes the contribution fr

to b exchange in pp scattering.

a denotes the contribution from a in the s' channel dui.1

The result obtained will now be used to predict a- (s1) above thresh-

old from eqs. (3) and (6). This is shown in fig. 6. Three remarks can

be made about this result:

a. In the few GeV region the predicted values are roughly half the

known values [2]. Referring to the difference in s-dependence

observed in figs. 2a and 2b, this might indicate that more terms

are needed in the non-diftractive part of the scattering amplitude

(6). In view of .the large number of possible couplings to pp

this would not be surprising. In the analysis presented here, these

terms should contribute little in the missing-mass range of fig. 4.

Another class of processes not fully included in the amplitude (6),

used to describe elastic pp scattering, consists of those processes

*)Excluding the AIT channel.
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Fig. 6 Total pp cross section versus energy, predicted as described

in section 2.

which proceed via inelastic non-annihilation intermediate states.

These processes clearly are not observed below threshold, so the

results of the analysis as shown in fig. 4 are not affected by

their omission. Part of their contribution above threshold yields an

extra meson exchange term in the amplitude (6), which term is expect-

ed to decrease like s 2 with growing centre of mass energies [6].

This could thus explain at least part of the difference between the

predicted and known values in the few GeV region (fig. 6).
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b. The values of the constants 3 in eq. (6) obtained from the fit are

of the same order of magnitude as in eqs. (4) and (5). This is

consistent with strong coupling of the exotic trajectory to the pp

system.

c. The fitted value of the diffractive part of the inclusive cross

section, o~ = 35 + 3 mb, is in remarkable agreement with the known

value of the total pp cross section at high energy, o RJ 40 mb.

This result, following directly from our description of the MM.

spectrum in the beam fragmentation region (fig. 4), is considered

as good evidence for the validity of the procedure.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis some results are presented, obtained from data acquired

in a A.2 GeV/c K p bubble chamber experiment.

The experiment was carried out by a collaboration of physicists from

the University of Amsterdam, CERN in Geneva, the University of

Nijmegen and the University of Oxford. The final number of bubble

chamber pictures taken amounts to 3.10 , yielding ~ 130 events/pb which

only recently became fully available. The results presented in this

thesis are based on roughly half the final statistics.

In chapter 1 an outline is given of the theoretical ideas underlying

the analysis presented in the subsequent chapters. In this chapter the

concept of 'inclusive reactions' is introduced. In inclusive reactions

one uses in the analysis the measured momentum and energy of only one

kind of the outgoing particles. Two models frequently used in this type

of analyses are described: the triple Regge model and the normal Regge

mode 1 .

In chapter 2 a survey of inclusive single particle distributions is

Hivun lor various particles. A comparison of particle production cross

sections measured in K p experiments at different centre of mass

energies shows that some of these cross sections remain almost constant

over a wide range of incoming K momenta.

In chapters 3 and 4 a triple Regge analysis is presented of the target

fragmentaticn processes p •+ A and p ->• Z and the beam fragmentation

processes K •+ A and K -»• Z . The analysis shows that the target

fragmentation proceeds via the exchange of K and K(890) Regge trajecto-

ries. The beam fragmentation K •+ A proceeds via the exchange of the

nucleon trajectory. For the fragmentation K •+ Z a trajectory is found

which may be interpreted as a A-trajectory lowered by one half.

The triple Regge model which is applied in chapters 3 and 4 does not

take into account the copiously produced resonances. They are delt

with in an average way in the model. To overcome this shortcoming we

apply in chapter 5 a normal Regge model where the Reggeon-particle

scattering is described by a Veneziano amplitude.
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This dual model gives a good description of the data. Based on the

results obtained from target fragmentation into A at 4.2 GeV/c,

absolute predictions are given for target fragmentation into E as

well as target fragmentation into A a: higher energy. These predic-

tions compare well with measured data.

Finally, in chapter 6 predictions are given for the total cross sections

of real KK, K K(890) and pp scattering, using the optical theorem and

the dual model developed in chapter 5. Although present knowledge of

KK data does not allow to compare these predictions with measured

data, our results show features similar to known hadronic cross sections.

The predicted values of the pp total cross section compare well wiLh

measured data, especially at higher energies.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden resultaten gepresenteerd die gebaseerd zijn

op gegevens verkregen uit een 4.2 GeV/c K p bellenvat experiment.

Het experiment werd uitgevoerd door een groep samenwerkende fysici af-

komstig van de Universiteit van Amsterdam, CERN in Geneve, de

Universiteit van Nijmegen en de Universiteit van Oxford. In totaal

werden 3.10 bellenvatfoto's gemaakt, resulterend in ~ 130 gebeurte-

nissen per microbarn. Deze grote statistiek is eerst onlangs ter be-

schikking gekomen; de resultaten vermeld in dit proefschrift zijn dan

ook gebaseerd op ongeveer de helft van het totaal aantal gebeurtenissen.

In hoofdstuk I worden de hoofdlijnen aangegeven van de theoretische

ideeën waarop de analyse stoelt die behandeld wordt in de daaropvolgen-

de hoofdstukken. In dit hoofdstuk wordt het begrip "inclusieve

reacties" ingevoerd. Bij inclusieve reacties wordt in de analyse de ge-

meten impuis en energy van slechts één soort uitgaande deeltjes ge-

bruikt. Twee bij dit soort analyses veel gebruikte modellen worden be-

schreven: het drievoudige Regge model en het normale Regge model.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van inclusieve één deeltjes

verdelingen voor een aantal deeltjes. Uit een vergelijking van de werk-

zame doorsneden voor deeltjes produktie in K p botsingen bij verschil-

lende zwaartepuntsenergieën blijkt dat sommige van deze werkzame door-

sneden nagenoeg constant blijven.

In de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 wordt een drievoudige Regge analyse uitge-

voerd van de doelwit fragmentaties p -* A en p •* E en van de bundel

fragmentaties K -> A en K -* E . De analyse toont aan dat de doelwit

fragmentaties verlopen door middel van de uitwisseling van K en K(890)

Regge banen. De bundel fragmentatie K •* A vindt plaats door middel

van de uitwisseling van de nucléon baan. Bij de fragmentatie K ->• E

wordt een baan gevonden die opgevat kan worden ais een A baan die met

één half verlaagd is.

Het drievoudige Regge model dat toegepast is in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4

houdt geen rekening met de overvloedig geproduceerde resonanties.

Over deze resonanties wordt gemiddeld in het model. Om deze tekortkoming
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te verhelpen wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een normaal Regge model toegepast

waarin de verstrooiing van een Regge-baan aan een deeltje beschreven

wordt met een Veneziano amplitude. Dit duale model geeft een goede

beschrijving van de metingen. Uitgaande van de resultaten die verkre-

gen zijn uit de doelwit fragmentatie p •+ A bij 4.2 GeV/c worden abso-

lute voorspellingen gedaan voor doelwit fragmentatie naar Z alsmede

voor doelwit fragmentatie naar A bij hogere zwaartepuntsenergieën.

Deze voorspellingen komen goed overeen met gemeten verdelingen.

Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 6 voorspellingen gedaan voor de totale

werkzame doorsneden van reële KK, KK(890) en pp verstrooiing waarbij

gebruik gemaakt is van het optisch theorema en het duale model uit

hoofdstuk 5. Hoewel er geen directe metingen van KK werkzame doorsne-

den ter beschikking staan om de voorspellingen te toetsen, kan toch ge-

concludeerd worden dat zij soortgelijke trekken vertonen als bekende

^adronische werkzame doorsneden. De voorspelde waarden voor de pp

werkzame doorsnede komen goed overeen met de gemeten waarden, vooral

bij hogere energieën.
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